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Abstract 
The research work presented in this thesis has approached the task of accelerating the 
generation of photo-realistic integral images produced by integral ray tracing. 
Ray tracing algorithm is a computationally exhaustive algorithm, which spawns one ray 
or more through each pixel of the pixels forming the image, into the space containing 
the scene. Ray tracing integral images consumes more processing time than normal 
images. The unique characteristics of the 3D integral camera model has been analysed 
and it has been shown that different coherency aspects than normal ray tracing can be 
investigated in order to accelerate the generation of photo-realistic integral images. 
The image-space coherence has been analysed describing the relation between rays and 
projected shadows in the scene rendered. Shadow cache algorithm has been adapted in 
order to minimise shadow intersection tests in integral ray tracing. Shadow intersection 
tests make the majority of the intersection tests in ray tracing. Novel pixel-tracing 
styles are developed uniquely for integral ray tracing to improve the image-space 
coherence and the performance of the shadow cache algorithm. Acceleration of the 
photo-realistic integral images generation using the image-space coherence information 
between shadows and rays in integral ray tracing has been achieved with up to 41 % of 
time saving. Also, it haS been proven that applying the new styles of pixel-tracing does 
not affect of the scalability of integral ray tracing running over parallel computers. 
The novel integral reprojection algorithm has been developed uniquely through 
geometrical analysis of the generation of integral image in order to use the tempo-
spatial coherence information within the integral frames. A new derivation of integral 
projection matrix for projecting points through an axial model of a lenticular lens has 
been established. Rapid generation of 3D photo-realistic integral frames has been 
achieved with a speed four times faster than the normal generation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The research area 
The development of three-dimensional (3D) imaging systems is a constant pursuit of the 
scientific community and entertainment industry [Mot095, Taub02, 3dcg04]. There is 
growing evidence that 3D computer displays will have the potential to establish a future 
mass-market in the fields of medical imaging, defense and avionics. One of the much 
discussed applications that exist for 3D computer display and imaging systems is virtual 
reality. 
Many different approaches have been adopted in attempts to realize free viewing 3D 
systems [Okos76, McAI93]. Holographic systems can produce still images with high 
quality and give an extremely realistic reproduction of the spatial images but have 
difficulty in producing and displaying moving spatial images due to the requirements 
for the coherent light sources [Gab048, Leit63, Outw99]. Recently, several groups have 
demonstrated auto stereoscopic computer imaging systems [Actualdepth, DTI, DDD, 
4D-Vision, Philips, Genex, Stereographics]. Most of them work on the principle of 
presenting multiple images to the viewer by use of temporal or spatial multiplexing of 
several discrete viewpoints to the eyes. The viewing effect depends on the viewpoint 
number, a higher quality experience being enjoyed when the number of viewpoints is 
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high. This creates the problem of simultaneously generating or capturing enough views 
in real time at an affordable cost which cause major difficulty in the displaying system. 
To date, integral imaging is a technique that is capable of creating and encoding a true 
volume spatial optical model of the object scene in the form of a planar intensity 
distribution by using unique optical components [McCo95, Okan98, MinOl, NaeuOl, 
Yano02]. 
An innovative and unique optical system for transferring full parallax three-dimensional 
images has been developed by the 3D Imaging Group at De Montfort University 
(DMU) [Davi94, McCo95]. The two-tier optical camera arrangement overcomes the 
image degradation caused by the two-stage recording process and allows direct spatially 
correct 3D image capture for orthoscopic display. Subsequently, Okano et al. reported 
an integral optical transmission array that produced 3D image data suitable for imaging 
by four multiplexed CCD elements, an arrangement previously proposed to achieve the 
required resolution by McCormick et al. [Arai98, McCo92]. To date researchers have 
concentrated on establishing interactive generation of photo-realistic images for 3D 
computer displays viewing. Photo-realistic images are generated by time exhaustive 
algorithms such as ray tracing and radiosity. In respect of stereoscopic systems a 
number of research groups have tackled interactive computer generation of stereo pairs 
[Wan04, KitaOl]. However there are many data processing issues that require specialist 
solutions unique to integral imaging. One of these issues is the implication of integral 
camera model on the way a required scene is rendered, which is particularly useful to 
enable fast rendering of photo-realistic integral images. The work in this thesis 
addresses the particular issue of accelerating the computer generation of photo-realistic 
integral images produced by ray tracing algorithm. 
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1.2 Scope of the thesis and original contribution 
The generation of photo-realistic integral images using ray tracing algorithm was first 
introduced by Cartwright [CartOO]. Ray tracing algorithm spawns one ray or more 
through each pixel of the pixels forming the image, into the space containing the scene. 
For each ray, intersections with objects of the scene are tested. These tests are termed as 
intersection tests. This operation is further extended at intersection points lay on the 
objects of the scene generating shadow, reflection, and transparency rays. Intersection 
tests are computationally and time exhaustive and overshadow everything else, 
accounting for the vast bulk of time consumed by ray tracing. In order to produce 
integral images with acceptable quality, they have to be generated with higher 
resolution than normal computer images. Consequently, ray tracing integral images 
consume more processing time than normal images. 
To find out the way of accelerating integral ray tracing, two aspects are investigated: the 
reduction of the number of intersection tests using the image-space coherence 
information in order to accelerate the generation of one integral image and the reduction 
of the number of rays to be traced using the tempo-spatial coherence information in 
order to generate a sequence of integral frames. 
In the first aspect an algorithm defined as shadow cache algorithm developed by Hains 
[Hain86] is adapted according to the unique geometrical properties associated with the 
computer generation of the integral image. The shadow cache algorithm reduces the 
number of intersection tests associated with shadow rays, which make the majority of 
the rays in ray tracing. An analysis of the relationship between rays and shadows is 
carried out in order to find out the optimal pixel-tracing style for integral ray tracing that 
leads to the fastest shadow intersection tests using shadow cache. Novel pixel-tracing 
styles are developed uniquely for integral ray tracing to improve the image-space 
coherence and the performance of the shadow cache algorithm. Experiments show that 
the proposed pixel-tracing styles lead to time improvement in integral ray tracing that 
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saves up to 41 % of the processing time. The novel pixel-tracing styles are explained in 
the thesis as well as a study of the scalability of ray tracing algorithm on parallel 
computers and how the proposed pixel-tracing styles do not affect this scalability. 
Following the coherent tracing of pixels, a novel approach termed as integral 
reprojection is developed uniquely through geometrical analysis of the generation of 
integral images in order to use the tempo-spatial coherence information within the 
integral frames. A new integral projection matrix is derived to project intersection 
points of the scene onto the image plane through the model describing a lenticular lens. 
The pixels of a new frame are generated using the information left over from the 
previous frame. Experiments show that the integral projection algorithm accelerates the 
generation of integral frames four times more than its normal execution speed. How the 
algorithm works is explained in the thesis. A number of strategies, which are adopted in 
order to correct artefacts caused by the reprojection approach, are also described. 
The thesis contains the following original contributions: 
1. A new way of analysing image-space coherence in 3D integral ray tracing 
through the relationship between spawned rays and projected shadows. 
2. Novel pixel-tracing styles, which improve the ray-object coherence in integral 
ray tracing and the performance of shadow cache algorithm. 
3. Achievement of accelerating the generation of photo-realistic integral images 
using the image-space coherence information. 
4. A novel way of fast generation of 3D photo-realistic integral frames using 
reprojection of previous frames. 
5. A new derivation of integral projection matrix for projecting points through an 
axial model of a lenticular lens. 
6. Achievement of high speed of generating 3D photo-realistic integral frames. 
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1.3 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 1 introduces the subject of the research work, providing an overview of the 
computer generation of photo-realistic 3D integral images, the need for accelerating the 
integral ray tracing algorithm, and the scope and original contribution of this work. 
Chapter 2 contains a brief historical overvlew of two 3D imaging techniques: 
stereoscopic and auto stereoscopic display. It concentrates on the free view 
(auto stereoscopic) system and provides a detailed description of the 3D integral imaging 
system developed by the 3D Imaging Group at De Montfort University. 
Chapter 3 describes different aspects of the ray tracing algorithm used as a renderer in 
the proposed project as well as the integral camera model integrated in the integral ray 
tracing algorithm in order to generate photo-realistic integral images. 
Chapter 4 presents traditional acceleration techniques for ray tracing stating how time-
efficiency has been the focus of the research of ray tracing due to the exhaustive 
computational property of ray tracing. Integral ray tracing is an adapted version of ray 
tracing algorithm. Therefore traditional ray tracing acceleration techniques can be used 
in integral ray tracing. , 
In Chapter 5, novel pixel-tracing styles are developed in order to utilise shadow cache 
algorithm for integral ray tracing acceleration. Shadow cache works by keeping a cache 
of the most recent shadow-casting object for each light source. Image-space coherence 
is exploited in order to decrease the number of shadow intersection tests. Cache 
calculations are illustrated and showed that tracing pixels in a non-coherent way is very 
computationally expensive and could duplicate the computation cost of shadow rays in 
shadow cache algorithm. The structure of the lenses and the camera model in the 
integral ray tracing affects the way primary rays are spawned as well as the spatial 
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coherence among them. In order to find out the optimal pixel-tracing style, the 
relationship between pixels and their primary rays and shadows is analysed. The 
analysis consists of the way primary rays relate to the shadow size and location and its 
effect on the number of shadow intersection tests in integral ray tracing. Three main 
styles of tracing pixels for lenticular sheets are exploited: Style 1 Tracing of consecutive 
pixels in the horizontal direction, style 2 Tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses, and 
style 3 Tracing pixels in the vertical direction. For micro-lens arrays two main styles are 
exploited: Tracing of consecutive pixels, and tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses. 
Optimum pixel-tracing styles are achieved by merging different styles into new ones 
that work on pixels in two dimensions, both vertical and horizontal. Two-dimensional 
style for lenticular sheet traces strips of pixels that cover the maximum area of the 
projected shadow. For micro-lens array, square areas of pixels are traced in order to 
cover the maximum area of the projected shadow and accommodate the ray coherence. 
Experiments show that the proposed coherent pixel-tracing with respect to the unique 
properties of the modelled integral camera resulted in time-improving integral ray 
tracing by up to 41% for lenticular sheets and 18.6% for micro-lens arrays. Running 
integral ray tracing on parallel computers need some careful manipulations of the 
cached object that are explained in the chapter in order to avoid using mutual exclusion 
locks that severely degrade the time-performance. This helps the execution on 
multiprocessor computers and keeps each thread free of any interruption and supports 
the scalability over any number of processors. 
In Chapter 6, a novel approach for speeding up the generation of photo-realistic integral 
frames has been explained. The approach is named as integral reprojection. The idea of 
reprojection is to avoid tracing pixels and reuse results from the previous frame in order 
to generate the new frame. The chapter started by a brief description of the idea of 
projection that the points representing the scenes are reprojected onto the image plane. 
The mathematics of integral projection and the modelling of the cylindrical lens were 
described as well as the derivation of the novel integral projection matrix, which is used 
in the proposed camera model. The implementation of integral reprojection was 
described in detail showing the three stages of the reprojection process: application of 
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the normalising transformation, reprojection, and clipping against image window. The 
development of the reprojection algorithm is explained in terms of the problems faced 
through the integral reprojection approach and the strategies adopted to the solutions of 
the artefacts caused by: incorrect occlusion, reprojection on larger area, and missed 
pixels. Experiments show the big impact the algorithm has made on the execution time 
and the number of computations. The novel integral reproj ection algorithm proposed 
accelerates integral ray tracing by four times more than its normal execution speed and 
saved 70% of the rays to be ray-traced in any frame regardless of the complexity of the 
scene. 
Finally, Chapter 7 gives a summary of the research undertaken and the achievements 
made. Possible further developments of the current research work are also suggested. 
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Overview of 3D Imaging Techniques 
Traditional two-dimensional displays like cathode ray tubes (CRT) or liquid crystal 
displays (LCD) are popular for a wide range of applications. However, in current 
applications, these systems display the spatial information from only one perspective 
view. More and more visual imaging applications need to be able to portray natural and 
graphically generated environments in three dimensions. The greatly improved 
sensations of depth and naturalness provided by a 3D display can cause viewers to 
perceive an increase in the overall picture quality, leading them to prefer 3D 
presentation [Mot095, Taub02, 3dcgi]. 
A large variety of 3D imaging systems have been reported by a number of independent 
research groups, either as general-purpose display units or targeting a specific 
application [Sieg95, McC095, Dodg97, Outw99]. Among them, auto stereoscopic 
display, which provides 3D perception without the need for special glasses or headgear. 
This chapter gives a brief overview of 3D display technologies, concentrating on 
autostereoscopic (free-viewing) systems. An outline of the construction and operation 
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of the integral 3D imaging system developed by the 3D hnaging Group at De Montfort 
University (DMU) is then presented. 
2.1 Three dimensional imaging systems 
2.1.1 3D with glasses (stereoscopy) 
3D displays that require the viewer to wear special glasses are reasonably well known. 
The earliest type of 3D display is stereoscopic imaging, which can be traced back to 
Wheatstone's work in 1832 [Valy66]. Figure 2.1 shows the Wheatstone stereoscope, in 
which two geometric two-dimensional (2D) drawings exhibiting disparity are viewed 
using a special device called a reflecting mirror stereoscope. Figure 2.2 is a top view of 
it. These primitive devices operated by displaying two images side-by-side, one for 
each eye. Therefore, the two views are channelled separately to the corresponding eye 
by the simple optical elements . 
• < "<, ( , ::- •• , .' 
\;: .- ~ , 
Figure 2.1: Wheatstone's stereoscope [Okos76]. 
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picture 1 picture 2 
left eye right eye 
Figure 2.2: Top view of Wheatstone's stereoscope [Okos76]. 
In later developments of stereoscopic displays, viewers are required to wear special 
image selective glasses. The glasses themselves select which of the two images is 
visible to each of the viewer's eyes. The technology can be divided into three categories 
[Okos76, Bent80, Krat72, McAI93]: 
I) Anaglyph method: The left-eye and right-eye images are projected or displayed 
using two different colours (red/green, cyanimagenta, etc). The viewer observes the 
images through a pair of colour glasses. The glasses act as a selective device so that 
each eye only sees one corresponding image. 
11) Polarization method: The left-eye and right-eye images are projected or displayed 
through polaroid filters and are polarized orthogonally. The viewer observes the 
images through a pair of polaroid glasses so that each eye will perceive only one 
Image. 
Ill) Time division method: The two images are sent alternately to the two eyes using a 
double frame rate display combining with shuttered glasses. The shuttered glasses 
shield each eye alternatively and present the left-eye image to left eye and the right-
eye image to the right eye. 
Stereoscopy is one of the simplest ways by far to provide 3D perception using 2D 
display systems and many entertainment and commercial systems are using and 
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developing these technologies. The principle exists in using vanous channelling 
methods to separate left/right eye images to the corresponding eye. However, the 
various channelling methods impose their own disadvantages. For example, the 
anaglyph display, which presents the left and right components of a stereo pair 
simultaneously using colour coding, produces eye strain due to rivalry between each eye 
and suffers from colour rendition problems. Polarizing or time division shuttering 
methods produce similar eye strain as the light reaching the eyes is attenuated. Most of 
all, it is not comfortable for the viewer to wear a pair of glasses for long periods in order 
to see the 3D effect. This limits the acceptance and applications of the stereoscopic 
display. 
2.1.2 Autostereoscopic displays 
Autostereoscopic display systems (free-viewing) are more acceptable to observer and 
therefore are more commercially viable. Autostereoscopic systems can be subdivided 
into four types: Create the viewing of an object though reconstruction of the wave 
fronts, (Holography); Create viewing that occupies a true volume space (Volumetric 
Displays); Use complex tracking systems to channel the correct information to the 
viewer (Two-view Display, Head-tracking Image System and Multi-view Display 
System); Use a physical sampling optical device to encode the angular information 
contained in a scene (Integral Imaging System). 
2.1.2.1 Holography 
A hologram is a light wave interference pattern recorded on photographic film (or other 
suitable surface) that can produce a 3D image when illuminated by suitable light. The 
principle of holography was established by Denis Gabor [Gab048, "Gab049]. Figure 2.3 
illustrates how a hologram is recorded [Amateur Holography]. A coherent light source, 
laser beam, is required in the capture process in order to produce interference fringes on 
the recording medium. The laser beam is split into two beams. The reference beam is 
spread by a lens or curved mirror and aimed directly at the film plate. The object beam 
11 
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is spread and aimed at the object. The object reflects light and the reflected light is 
incident on the holographic film-plate. The two beams (reference and reflected) then 
interact and form a recorded interference pattern on the film. During the replay process, 
a 3D image of the original object appears when the hologram is illuminated from the 
original direction of the reference beam. The produced 3D images are virtually 
indistinguishable from real objects. By shifting position, the viewer can look around or 
over objects in the foreground to see within the viewing angle what is behind them. 
LAS ER Seam ~pl i He r 
beam 
Lens !Ai rro r 
in ter f tr e n: e 
r egi CIIE:l 
Mirror Reference beam PLATE 
Figure 2.3: An illustration of holography recording [Amateur Holography]. 
The unique characteristic of holography is the idea of recording both the phase and the 
amplitude of the light waves from an object. Since all recording materials respond only 
to the intensity in the image, it is necessary to convert the phase information into 
variations of intensity. Holography does this by interfering coherent light from the 
object and the reference beams derived from the same source. 
Many variations on and enhancements to the basic process have been proposed and 
demonstrated incorporating variations in both viewing conditions and fabrication 
techniques [Bent80, Kasp87, Outw99, Hari02]. Depending on the precise materials and 
technique used in the capture process, reconstruction may take place under coherent or 
incoherent illumination. The white light reflection hologram, which can be found on 
credit cards, magazine covers and recording packaging, etc, is perhaps one of the best 
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known developments from the earlier hologram. However, problems exist when 
attempting to transfer the holographic technique to the display of moving spatial 
Images. An additional problem is the capture of natural scenes as there are the 
requirements in making hologram for coherent light sources, dark room conditions and 
high mechanical stability during recording. These considerations reduce the practical 
utility of the holography technique for general 3D spatial video imaging applications. 
2.1.2.2 Volumetric displays 
Most volumetric displays are portrayed as large transparent spheres with imagery 
seeming to hover inside [Lewi71]. The most common architectures use a rotating 
projection screen, a gas or a series of liquid crystal panels. As an example, figure 2.4 
illustrates a swept-screen volumetric display system. In this system, a three-dimensional 
data set is first converted into a series of "slices," similar to thin slices of an apple 
around its core. These slices are stored in a memory bank. A high-speed digital 
projector illuminates a rotating screen with hundreds of slices of voxel data at a 
reasonable frequency. Viewers perceive a sharp 3D image due to the fusion caused by 
the persistence of vision in the eye. 
13 
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Figure 2.4: A swept-screen volumetric display system [Actuality Systems] . 
One benefit of volumetric displays is that they often have large fields of view, such as 
360 degrees around the display, viewable simultaneously by an almost unlimited 
number of people. Volumetric displays are always difficult to design and make, which 
limits their application in the 3D display area. 
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2.1.2.3 Two-view display, Head-tracking image system and Multi-view 
display system 
The simplest and earliest autostereoscopic imaging technique is the "Parallax barrier 
method", which achieves image channelling by interposing a grid-like barrier between 
the viewer and the display screen [Okos76]. The stereo-pair images are interleaved in 
alternate strips in a precise register with the grid screen so that the left eye can only see 
the strips from the left eye image and the right eye can only see the strips from the right 
eye image. This is illustrated in figure 2.5. The downside of this technique is that only if 
the viewer stands at the ideal distance and in the correct position, both eyes can see the 
correct images and perceive a stereoscopic effect. In addition, the viewer perceives a 
reduced brightness since the barrier is used between viewer and the image. 
_ risht part of the stereo pair 
_ left part of the stereo pair 
Left eye Right eye 
Imoge 
Belrrler 
TOp y1ew 
Figure 2.5: Viewing a parallax barrier display [Bour99]. 
If the position of the viewer's head is known, the appropriate images (left and right). 
could be displayed to the appropriate zones adaptively so that each eye can always see 
the correct images. This is the principle used in the head tracking systems [Tets94]. 
The limitation of most head tracking systems is that they are single-viewer since the 
display can only be adjusted to one viewer's eye position. This is only acceptable in 
some applications. Beside, it would be pointless to replace the wearing of special 
glasses with the wearing of a special head tracker for viewers to view the 3D effect. 
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A similar methodology is used in the lenticular screen method, where the lenticular lens 
is used as a directional selective screen to separate the left-eye and right-eye view and 
present the views to the correct eye. The simplest form of such a display is comprised 
of alternating vertical strips of the left-eye/right-eye images, the same as in parallax 
barrier display. See figure 2.6. However, each stereo pair of view strips is located 
precisely behind a lenticular screen during the display rather than the parallax barrier. 
The lenticular screen works in a similar way to the parallax barrier in directing the 
corresponding images to different eyes. The advantage over the barrier method is that 
refraction rather than occlusion is used hence better image brightness can be achieved 
from the lenticular screen display. 
Image 
Lenticular 
Top view 
Left eye Right eye 
Figure 2.6: Viewing a lenticular screen display [Bour99]. 
To integrate a "look-around" capability and increase the number of viewing zones 
mUltiple stereo viewpoints are provided by locating bands derived from many views 
[Harm96] [Dodg97], therefore allowing the viewer to move their head from side to side 
and see different aspects of the 3D scene. In recent years, many three dimensional 
television recording and display systems have concentrated on the method of using of 
multi-camera capture and multi-view displays to allow a certain degree of look-around 
capability. The viewing effect depends on the number of viewpoints. The difficulty of 
simultaneously generating or capturing enough views in real time at an affordable cost 
becomes the major problem in this type of system. 
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2.1.2.4 Integral imaging 
Integral imaging is a technique that is capable of creating and encoding a true spatial 
optical model of the object scene in the form of a planar intensity distribution by using 
unique optical components. It is akin to holography in that 3D information is recorded 
on a 2D medium and can be replayed as a full 3D optical model. However, in contrast 
to holography, coherent light sources are not required for integral imaging. This 
conveniently allows more conventional live capture and display procedures to be 
adopted. 
All integral imaging can be traced from the work of Gabriel Lippmann [LippOS], where 
a micro-lens sheet was used to record the optical model of an object scene. The micro-
lens sheet was made up of many micro-lenses having the same parameters and the same 
focal plane. In the arrangement, a recording film is placed at the focal plane of the 
micro-lens sheet, as illustrate in figure 2.7. Following the film development, a full 
natural colour scene with continuous parallax can be replayed using another micro-lens 
sheet with appropriate parameters. The replayed image is spatially inverted as shown in 
figure 2.S. 
Vlewer 
Figure 2.7: The recording of an integral image [Wu03]. 
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Figure 2.8: The replay of an integral image (The viewer perceives a spatial inverted 3D scene) 
[Wu03]. 
To overcome the problem imposed by the pseudoscopic (spatially inverted) nature of 
the integral image (IT), a modification to the Lippmann system was proposed by Ives 
[Ives31], in which a second recording process is introduced before replaying, as shown 
in figure 2.9. When the second-stage photograph is replayed, a 3D image with correct 
spatial depth (orthoscopic) can be observed. See figure 2.10. 
Figure2.9: A second stage recording of integral photograph [Wu03]. 
Figure 2.10: Replay and viewing of the orthoscopic image scene [Wu03]. 
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The two-stage recording process can produce an orthoscopic 3D scene with corrected 
spatial position. However, substantial image quality degradation is introduced due to 
the distortions introduced by the micro-lenses and film emulsion, stray light, etc. To 
overcome this problem, a two-tier network as a combination of macro-lens arrays and 
micro-lens arrays was reported by Davies and McCormick in DMU [Davi94]. The two-
tier network works as an optical "transmission inversion screen" which overcomes the 
image degradation caused by the two-stage recording process and allows direct spatially 
correct 3D image capture for orthoscopic replay. Theoretically, this network is able to 
capture object space from O.3m to infinity. In consequence, the integral photographic 
technique pioneered by Lippmann has been improved. With recent progress in micro-
lens manufacturing techniques, integral imaging is becoming a practical and prospective 
3D display technology and hence is attracting much interest. 
2.2 An advanced integral imaging system 
The optics of an advanced form of integral imaging system employing a two-tier optical 
network was developed and has been described in detail by Davies and McCormick 
[Davi88, Davi94, McC092, McC094, McC095]. The optical arrangement, shown in 
figure 2.11, comprises two macro-lens arrays placed equidistantly behind and in front of 
an auto-collimating transmission screen (ATS). The ATS is made up of two micro-lens 
arrays separated by thei~ joint focal distance. The recording plane is a photographic 
plate whose position coincides with the focal plane of another micro-lens array. 
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Figure 2.11: The advanced integral imaging system [Davi94] . 
The optical transmission process of the advanced optical system is illustrated in figure 
2.12. The input macro-lens array first transmits the compressed object space to or near 
the central double micro-lens screen CATS). The screen inverts the spatial sense of each 
intermediary image and simultaneously presents these spatially reversed 3D optical 
models to the corresponding output macro-lenses. The output macro-lens array then re-
transposes the optical model to the correct spatial location. The final integrated optical 
model before recording, formed by the second macro-lens array, is a true 3D optical 1: 1 
reconstruction of the original object. 
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Figure 2.12: The optical transmission within the advanced integral imaging system [Mano99]. 
The IT is recorded on a film using a micro-lens array placed after the two-tier optical 
network. Each micro-lens of the recording array samples a fractional part of the 
pseudoscopic scene, many micro-lenses record directional information of the scene 
from different viewing angles. Therefore, parallax information for any particular point 
is spread over the recording plane. The angular information is further recorded by a 
film placed at the focal plane of the micro-lens array. This recorded IT can be replayed 
by overlaying it with a micro-lens array having the same parameters. 
In the capture and display processes, micro-lens arrays are used in both the encoding 
and decoding of the planar intensity distribution. The arrays used for this purpose 
typically comprise square based spherical lens-lets, which are capable of encoding the 
object scene with continuous parallax in all directions. A section of such a lens array is 
illustrated in figure 2.13a. It is also possible to record and replay integral 3D images 
using lenticular sheets, which comprise many thin cylindrical lenses, as shown in Figure 
2.13b. Integral images recorded in this way possess parallax only in one direction. It is 
worth mentioning that the integral image produced by the lenticular sheet is not the 
same as multi-view image with lenticular screen display. In the multi-view display 
system, the lenticular sheet is used merely for spatial de-multiplexing of mUltiple 
separate views of an object scene. 
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Figure 2.13 Diagrammatic representation of the lens array ([Forman 1999](3» 
2.3 Summary 
3D imaging systems are the new generation of displays that give the viewer far more 
realistic perception than 2D displays. 
In this chapter a brief description of 3D imaging system has been presented starting with 
Wheatstone's early work and his stereoscope. His stereoscope was one of the earliest 
models of stereoscopic displays that present a different view for each of the viewer's 
eyes. The concept developed to 3D glasses, which use one of three methods to present 
the left-eye image to the left eye and the right-eye image to the right eye. The first 
method is anaglyph method; the second method is polarization method; and the third 
method is time division method. Different 3D glasses share the disadvantages that they 
produce eye strain and the uncomfortable wearing of glasses for long periods . 
. Then the chapter illustrates the most important type of 3D displays, which are 
auto stereoscopic displays. They give the viewer the chance to see 3D images without 
having eye strain or wearing glasses. The four main types of auto stereoscopic displays 
have been described. The first type is holography, which uses a coherent light beam 
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(Laser) in the process of capturing 3D image of an object. The wave interference 
pattern is recorded on a photographic film or a recoding medium. There are many 
limitations on the viability of holography .. The capture process of holograms requires 
coherent light sources, dark room conditions and high mechanical stability during 
recording. These considerations reduce the practical utility of the holography technique 
for general 3D spatial video imaging applications. 
The second type of auto stereoscopic displays is volumetric displays, which contain a 
high-speed digital projector illuminating a rotating screen with hundreds of slices of 
voxel data at a reasonable frequency. Viewers perceive a sharp 3D image at 360 degrees 
around the display, viewable from any direction. Volumetric displays face many 
difficulties in design and manufacture, which limited its application in 3D display area. 
The third type of auto stereoscopic displays channel the correct visual information to 
each of the viewer's eye. This includes systems like two-view Display, head-tracking 
image system, and multi-view display system. Two-view display use either parallax 
barrier or a lenticular lens to separate the left-eye and right-eye views to correct eyes. 
The backdrop of this technique that the viewer has to stand at the ideal distance and in 
the correct position in order to see the correct images. Head-tracking image system 
solves this problem by letting the viewer wears a head tracker device and sends the 
images to his position. Both systems limit the number of users to only one user. Multi-
. view displays provide Multi-stereo viewpoints by locating bands derived from many 
views therefore allowing the viewer to move their head from side to side and see 
different aspects of the 3D scene. The difficulty of simultaneously generating or 
capturing enough views in real time at an affordable cost becomes the major problem in 
this type of system. 
The fourth type of auto stereoscopic displays is integral imaging system. It provides 
encoding of a true volume spatial optical model of the object scene in the form of a 
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planar intensity distribution by using unique optical components. Unlike holography 
integral imaging does not need coherent light or special requirements for capturing or 
displaying. Integral imaging produces coherent spatial image that can be seen from 
different directions by cheap means without the need for wearing glasses or special 
devices. The history of integral imaging has been described and how that producing an 
orthogonal image was a problem in earlier integral imaging systems. 
The advanced integral imaging system developed by Davis and McCormick has been 
illustrated. The system is able to produce an orthogonal image in a direct capture 
through a two-tier network. The two-tier network works as an optical "transmission 
inversion screen" which overcomes the image degradation caused by the two-stage 
recording process in earlier systems and allows direct spatially correct 3D image capture 
for orthoscopic replay. 
The next chapter will describe one of the well known photo-realistic renderers which is 
ray tracing and how it has been modified in order to produce three-dimensional integral 
Images. 
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Overview of Ray Tracing 
Photo-realistic image synthesis is described as: to create an image that evokes the same 
visual perception to a human observer as a real three-dimensional scene [Shir94, 
Che92]. In this field, the best lighting simulation algorithms to date are ray tracing 
[WhitSO], radiosity [GoraS4] and two-pass algorithm, which perform a radiosity pre-
processing on the scene and use ray tracing to render the final image [Shir9l, Kok94]. 
The difference between these algorithms is which light paths are approximated and 
which are correctly simulated. In this chapter the global illumination problem is 
addressed; different aspects of ray tracing algorithm are described as well as the 
migration of the ray tracing algorithm into integral imaging displays that produce three-
dimensional photo-realistic computer-generated images. 
Ray tracing is an approximated solution to the light transport problem, which is also 
known as the global illumination problem. The equations describing the physical 
problem of light transport in a three-dimensional environment are known. Solving these 
, 
equations is the major theme in the rendering research. The next section explains the 
formulation of the global illumination problem. 
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3.1 Formulation of the Global Illumination Problem 
The global illumination problem basically is a transport problem. Energy emitted by 
light sources is transported by means of reflections and refractions in a three-
dimensional environment. Time dependent phenomena is not considered, which would 
result from considering the speed of light as a finite measure. Since the human eye is 
sensitive to radiance values, and considering images with photo-realistic quality, 
radiance values or average radiance values are computed over a certain area and solid 
angle. See Appendix. The latter means that fluxes should be computed for several areas 
of interest. These areas of interest are referred to as sets. The exact geometric shape of 
these sets can substantially vary, depending on the requested level of accuracy. Ray 
tracing algorithms define sets as surface points visible through a pixel, with respect to 
the aperture of the eye as shown in figure 3.1. Radiosity algorithms often define sets as 
surface patches with the reflecting hemisphere as the directional component as shown in 
figure 3.2. 
surface points As 
solid angle Os 
eyesurface 
virmal screen 
Figure 3.1 Set of surface points and directions corresponding to a pixel [Dutr96]. 
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Figure 3.2 Sets for radiosity computations [Dutr96]. 
The fundamental transport equation used to describe the global illumination problem is 
called the rendering equation, and was first introduced into the field of computer 
graphics by Kajiya [Kaji86]. The rendering equation describes the transport of radiance 
through a three-dimensional environment. It is based on the reflectance equation. See 
Appendix. The rendering equation also adds the self-emittance of surface points as an 
initialisation function. The self-emitted energy of surface points is necessary to provide 
the environment with some starting energy. Self-emitting surfaces act as light sources in 
the three-dimensional environment. Following the notation adopted by Dutre [Dutr96], 
The radiance leaving some point x, in some direction eout, can be written as: 
L(x ~ 0 0ut ) = Le(x ~ 0 011 ,) + J droeL(x ~ 0)fr (x, 0 ~ 00ut)cos(nx ' 0) (3.1) 
11x 
This equation tells us that the exiting surface radiance emitted by a point x in a direction 
eout equals the self-emitted exiting radiance at that point and in that direction, plus any 
incident radiance from the illuminating hemisphere that is reflected at x in direction 
Sout. Figure 3.3 shows the diagram of the rendering equation. The material properties of 
surface point x are represented by the bi-directional reflection distribution function 
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(BRDF) f,.(x, e B eaut), which returns the amount of radiance reflected into direction 
eout as function of incident radiance from direction e. 
_ integration domain 
L(x ~ 8) 
L(x ~ 8) 
L(x ~ 8) 
Figure 3.3 Transport of radiance: incident radiance is integrated over the hemisphere [Dutr96] . 
Emission can result from various physical processes, e.g. heat or chemical reactions. 
The emission can also be time-dependent for a single surface point and direction, as is 
the case with phosphorescence. Self-emitted radiance is merely considered as a function 
of position and direction. The rendering equation as given by equation (3.1) integrates 
all incident directions over the illuminating hemisphere. Sometimes it is more 
convenient to integrate over all visible surface points in the scene. By transforming the 
differential solid angles to differential surface areas, the equation can be rewritten, 
thereby integrating over all surface points in the scene. droe can be transformed to a 
differential area where dAz is the closest point visible to x. See figure 3.4: 
COS('L, -8)dA_ 
droe = - 2 - and z = r(x, 8) 
,. 
x: 
Substituting in equation (3.1): 
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COS(I1~, 0)COS(IL, -0) 
L(x -+ y) = Le(x -+ Y) + f dA;L(x f- z)fr(x, z H Y) . 2 -
Ax "x: 
x-l-___ 11. 
" '\: , 
, 
, 
, 
Figure 3.4 Transformation from hemisphere to surface integration [Dutr96]. 
where Ax denotes all surface points visible to x. By using the visibility function V (x, z), 
the need for an integration domain Ax that is dependent on x, can be eliminated, and 
shift the visibility information from the integration domain towards the integrand. 
L(x-+y) = Le(x-+y)+ fdA;L(xf-z)fr(x,zHy)G(~"Z) 
A 
G(x.z) = COS(I1X' 0)COS(I1;. -0) Vex, z) 2 
":r; 
(3.2) 
G (x, z) is a geometric function, which expresses to what extent two surface points are 
able to exchange energy. 
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All the equations describing the transport of radiance are recursive integral equations 
with a fixed integration domain. Such equations are called Fredholm equations of the 
second kind. Generally, there is no analytical solution for these equations, and they have 
to be solved numerically [Dutr96]. The solution of these recursive integral equations for 
a large number of surface points and directions usually is the core of many existing 
global illumination algorithms such as ray tracing. In the next section, different aspects 
of ray tracing as a photo-realistic renderer will be described. 
3.2 Ray tracing 
All currently popular rendering algorithms approximate the rendering equation. The 
differences are in the type of error introduced by the different methods. One such 
approximation is ray tracing [WhitSO]. The idea of the ray tracing is to simulate the light 
rays, which are reflected from objects seen by the eye (camera) in an opposite manner. 
It traces primary rays of light from the viewer's eye to the objects in the scene. This 
simple algorithm determines the colour and the intensity of a point at the closest 
intersection of a primary ray with an object. A centre of projection (the viewer's eye) 
and a window (image plane) on an arbitrary view plane are selected. The window may 
be thought of as being divided into a regular grid, whose elements correspond to pixels 
at a desired resolution. Then for each pixel in the window, a primary ray is spawned 
from the centre of projection through the centre of the pixel into the scene, as shown in 
figure 3.5. The colour of the pixel is set to that point of the object at the closest 
intersection. In order to model shadows, from the intersection point of the ray and the 
object, new rays are spawned towards each of the light sources. These rays, called 
shadow rays, are used to compute visibility between the intersection point and the light 
sources. 
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Figure 3.5: Overview of ray tracing. 
Mirroring reflection and transparency may be modelled similarly by shooting new rays 
into the reflected and/or transmitted directions. These reflection and transparency rays 
are treated in exactly the same way as primary rays are. Hence, ray tracing is a recursive 
algorithm. 
Tracing rays is a recursive process, which has to be carried out for each individual pixel 
separately. A typical image of 10002 pixels tends to cost at least a million primary rays 
and a multiple of that in the form of shadow rays and reflection and transparency rays. 
The most expensive parts of the algorithm are the visibility calculations. For each ray, 
the object that intersected the ray first, must be determined. To do this, a potentially 
large number of objects will have to be tested for intersection with each ray. 
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3.2.1 The virtual camera 
The first stage in the ray tracing algorithm is the generation of primary rays, the rays 
that start the recursive ray tracing process. The camera model employed by most ray 
tracing systems generates primary rays by simulating a simple pinhole camera. In the 
pinhole camera model, a primary ray originates at the camera position, and is directed 
such that it pierces a point lying in the image plane. The image plane is subdivided into 
a two dimensional grid of pixels, which correspond directly to the pixels in the final 
output image. In a simple ray tracer, primary rays are spawned through the centre of 
each pixel in the image plane, and the resulting colour is stored in the corresponding 
pixel in the output image. 
Camera Location 
Image Plane 
Figure 3.6. Virtual Camera and Image Plane [Ston98]. 
Figure 3.6 shows the camera location, image plane, and viewing frustum created by this 
simple model. In the simplest ray tracer implementations, only one primary ray is used 
to determine the colour of a pixel in the output image. Improved ray tracing algorithms 
spawn multiple primary rays through a given pixel's area in the im~ge plane, in order to 
minimize aliasing artefacts. The number and direction of primary rays used to determine 
pixel color is determined by the antialiasing technique used by a given ray tracing 
system. Antialiasing is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter. The next step in 
the rendering process is visible surface determination. 
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3.2.2 Visible surface determination 
Ray tracing differs from most other rendering techniques in the way it performs visible 
surface determination. Polygon oriented rendering techniques represent objects as 
collections of triangles or other planar polygons. In order to render curved geometry 
with adequate precision, polygon renderers tessellate curved surfaces with thousands of 
polygons. A significant problem with this approach is that no matter how finely a 
surface is tessellated it is always possible to choose a viewing configuration such that 
the edges of polygons can be seen. The only way to avoid this problem in a polygonal 
representation is to tessellate curves so that constituent polygons are smaller than a pixel 
in the resulting view. Many polygon based rendering systems use dynamic level of 
detail algorithms, which adaptively tessellate surfaces based on the viewing 
configuration. 
Ray tracing performs visible surface determination separately for each pixel in the 
rendered image. Camera rays are intersected with objects in the scene. The intersection 
closest to the camera is taken as the visible surface. Since visible surface determination 
is done with at least pixellevel resolution, curved surfaces are accurately sampled. Any 
kind of geometry that can be sampled via intersection tests can be represented in a ray 
tracing system. In order to render a sphere in a polygon based renderer, the sphere must 
be tessellated with polygons up to the required level of detail. A ray tracer tests a ray for 
intersection with the sphere. If an intersection exists, then the point or points at which 
the ray intersects the sphere are inserted into an intersection list. Since intersection tests 
are performed for separately for each pixel, the surface of the sphere is sampled with 
accurate resolution, yielding a curved looking surface regardless of the viewing 
configuration. The ray tracing process automatically produces the highest level of detail, 
since it samples geometric structure at each pixel. The results obtained by ray tracing 
are equivalent to tessellating a surface down to sub-pixel sized polygons. The geometric 
representation used in ray tracing can be much more memory efficient than that of a 
polygon renderer for this reason. 
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3.2.3 Surface shading 
Once surface visibility has been detennined through intersection tests with the objects in 
a scene, a colour must be assigned to the resulting surface at the closest point of 
intersection. Surface shading can be done many different ways. Ray tracing offers an 
elegant framework for perfonning a variety of shading operations. As with visible 
surface detennination, ray tracing perfonns shading calculations for each pixel 
independently. Depending on the characteristics of an object's material, factors such as 
ambient light, diffuse light, reflection, refraction, and surface texture affect its 
colouring. The per-pixel evaluation of lighting and texturing used in ray tracing allows 
stunningly realistic images to be produced. 
3.2.3.1 Ambient light 
Although ray tracing systems are capable of realistically emulating many optical effects, 
they typically use simple algorithms for rendering shadows and indirect illumination. 
The standard ray tracing model only accounts for direct illumination; lighting attributed 
to rays, which travel from a light source directly to a surface, with no contributions from 
secondary reflections or transmissions from other objects. In the real world, light 
emanates from a source, possibly reflecting off of many surfaces before illuminating a 
surface. A good example of indirect lighting is a room with white walls, a table, and a 
lamp sitting on top of the table. In the real world, light emanates from the lamp on the 
table, and bounces around the room until it is completely absorbed by the surfaces in the 
room. Since the light is on the table, there is a region of shadow underneath the table. 
The table blocks all direct illumination from the lamp to the area underneath the table, 
leaving it in shadow. In the real world, the shadow cast by the table is not absolutely 
dark. Secondary reflections from the walls of the room illuminate the area underneath 
the table. The ray tracing algorithm accounts for direct illumination caused by the lamp 
on the table, but does not take into account the contributions of indirect lighting . 
. Although the area under the table is not in complete shadow in real life, a ray traced 
image of this scene would yield an absolutely dark shadow under the table. A crude 
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approximation of the effects of indirect lighting may be obtained through the use of a 
constant ambient lighting value. 
3.2.3.2 Shadows 
The ray tracing algorithm handles shadows by spawning shadow test rays from the 
intersection point on a surface towards each of the lights in the scene. If a shadow ray 
encounters an object before it reaches the light, then the point is in the shadow of the 
occluding object. See figure 3.7. In a simple implementation, only one shadow ray is 
spawned for each light, and the transparency of an object is not taken into consideration. 
Improved shadow determination methods spawn multiple shadow rays towards each 
light, in order to reduce aliasing artefacts. More sophisticated ray tracers may test an 
occluding object's transparency, index of refraction, and colour in order to simulate 
filtering effects. 
Figure 3.7: Light Source A contributes to point pIS intensity but B doesn't [Glas98]. 
Shadow determination can be one of the most time consuming stages in the ray tracing 
algorithm, since a shadow ray is spawned for every light source in the scene, at every 
point where, shading is performed. A simple optimisation for shadow testing is to 
provide an early exit in the intersection test code so that the shadow test terminates 
immediately when any intersection is found between the light source and the surface 
being shaded. This optimisation works for ray tracers that do not handle complex 
filtering. Two other optimisation techniques, which can greatly improve the efficiency 
of shadow testing, are the shadow cache and the light buffer algorithm [Hain86]. 
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3.2.3.3 Diffuse shading 
After shadow tests have determined that there are no occlusions blocking a light source, 
surface shading calculations for that light may begin. Diffuse shading determines the 
amount of light reflected from a dull matte surface such as typing paper. A simple 
method for approximating the diffuse reflection from a surface is to evaluate the cosine 
of the angle between the surface normal, and a vector pointing in the direction of the 
light. This can easily be evaluated by computing the dot product between the surface 
normal N and the light vector L, assuming both vectors have already been normalized. 
The resulting scalar value represents the diffuse contribution of the light source at that 
point on the surface. Figure 3.8 shows the vectors used in the diffuse shading 
calculations. 
jij 
[ 
e 
Figure 3.8. Diffuse lllumination of an Object [Fole90]. 
The diffuse illumination equation is: 
(3.3) 
J is the computed intensity of a point on the surface of an object, Jp is the intensity of the 
illuminating light source, and Kd is the diffuse-illumination coefficient of the material. 
The illumination equation can be rewritten as: 
J = JpKd (N.L) (3.4) 
Figure 3.9 shows a series of pictures of a sphere illuminated by a single light source 
using a diffuse-reflection model. 
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Figure 3.9: Diffuse illumination with different Kd [Fole90] 
3.2.3.4 Specular highlights 
Specular highlights simulate the reflective characteristics of shiny materials such as 
plastic and metal. These highlights are different from perfect specular reflection such as 
a mirror. Specular highlights are used to model imperfect reflecting surfaces. Rather 
than reflecting light only at one exact angle, imperfect surfaces reflect light over a range 
of angles. Smooth reflecting surfaces have a very narrow range of angles for which 
reflectance is high. Rough surfaces have a high reflectance over a wider range of angles. 
Romney [Romn69] and Phong [Phon73, Phon75] each developed shading equations for 
approximating specular reflections using a cosine function raised to an exponent. This 
technique provides a computationally inexpensive alternative to calculating specular 
reflections by spawning reflection rays. The drawback to this technique is that it does 
not take into account reflections of anything other than the lights in a scene. For mirror 
reflections or more accurate specular reflections, techniques that are more 
computationally expensive must be used. Figure 3.10 shows the geometry involved in 
performing shading for specular highlights based on the cosine exponent model. 
Figure 3.10: Phong highlighting [Fole90]. 
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On a perfectly shiny surface such as a perfect mirror, light is reflected only in the 
direction of reflection R, which is L mirrored about N. The angle a is the angle between 
R and the direction to the view point V. The illumination equation for specular reflection 
is expressed as follows: 
1= IpKs (R. V)n (3.5) 
where Ks is the specular-illumination coefficient of the material and n is the material's 
specular-reflection exponent. Values of n typically vary from 1 to several hundred as 
shown in figure 3 .11. For a perfect reflector, n would be infinite. Figure 3.12 shows 
pictures of spheres shaded using Phong illumination model with different values for ks 
andn 
l~ l~ lL lL 
000 900 000 , 900 000 900 000 900 cosa cos- a cos8 a cos64 a 
Figure 3.11: Different values of cos n a in the Phong illumination model [Glas89] 
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Figure 3.12: Spheres shaded using Phong illumination model with different values for ks and n 
[Fole90). 
The final illumination equation for a point's intensity consists of ambient model, diffuse 
model and specular reflection model: 
l;,. = Ia;J(a + !alt IpA[Kd (NL) + Ks (R. Vr] (3.5) 
where A is the wave length, Ka is the ambient coefficient of the material, and!alt is an 
attenuation factor. 
So far, monochromatic lights and surfaces have been described. Coloured lights and 
surfaces are coinmonly treated by writing separate equation for each component of the 
colour model. The use colour of an object is represented by one value of Od for each 
component. For example the triple (OdR, OdG, OdB) defines the object's diffuse red, green 
and blue components. In this case the illumination light is three primary components I R, 
IG, and IB are reflected in proportion to KdOdR, KdOdG and KdOdB respectively. Specular 
highlight is affected by the properties of the surface itself and, in general, may have a 
different colour than the diffuse reflection. So the final illumination equation for the 
three primary components of point intensity is: 
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b = laRKaOdR + !att IpR[KdOdR(NL) + KsOsR(R. r'YJ 
la = laGKaOdG + !att IpG[KdOdG(NL) + KsOsG(R. VrJ 
IB = laBKaOdB + !att IpB[KdOdB(NL) + KsOsB(R. VrJ 
3.2.3.5 Specular reflection 
(3.6) 
A ray tracer can simulate specular reflections for surfaces, which have mirror-like 
properties very easily, by spawning reflection rays and adding the resulting colour 
intensities to the intensities calculated for other surface properties. For perfect reflectors 
such as a mirror, the distribution of reflection rays lies entirely along a single ray. For 
reflectors which are imperfect, hazy, or blurred, the distribution of reflection rays lies 
over a range of angles, which are narrower with nearly perfect reflectors, and wider for 
hazy or blurred reflectors. Figure 3.13 shows surface incident rays bouncing off of a 
planar mirror, hitting another object. 
Figure 3.13: Specular reflection [HyperGraph]. 
3.2.3.6 Refraction 
All of the shading techniques discussed up to this point have dealt with opaque surface 
characteristics. Transparent objects may allow transmission of light through the volume 
of the object depending on the index of refraction for the material of the object and the 
index of refraction of surrounding space. In a simple implementation, refractive effects 
are ignored, and a transmission ray continues through the material along the same path 
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as it enters and leaves an object. Refractive effects can be calculated using Snell's law. 
Figure 3.14 shows refraction at the interface between two transparent materials with 
different indices of refraction. 
Surface Normal 
Incident Ray 
Material 1 
Material Surface Interface 
Material 2 
Transmitted Ray 
Figure 3.14: Refraction [Ston98] 
A significant difficulty in implementing refractive effects properly lies in the task of 
keeping track of the indices of refraction for the space a ray is entering or leaving at any 
given time. When a new ray is created, it starts in some material. As the ray continues 
through space, it enters and leaves other materials, which may have different indices of 
refraction. For ray tracing systems that only implement solid geometric primitives, the 
task is straightforward. Indices of refraction can be determined by the solids the ray is 
entering and leaving. For ray tracing systems, which allow the use of polygonal meshes 
for the representation of solids, keeping track of the correct indices of refraction can be 
difficult. In these systems, some other method must be employed to help the ray tracer 
recall what indices of refraction to use on the two sides of the interface between the 
materials. One possible solution to this problem is the use of a stack to keep track of the 
index of refraction for the space the ray is leaving and entering at each interface. When 
the ray passes into an object, the index of refraction for that object is pushed onto the 
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top of the stack. When the ray leaves the object, the index of refraction is popped off of 
the stack. Some problems appear in resulted images rendered by ray tracing because of 
the approximations ofthe light behaviours. One of them is aliasing. 
3.2.4 Aliasing 
Ray tracing is based on discrete sampling of a continuous sample space. Image quality 
obtained by ray tracing is the direct result of the quality and of the samples taken. In 
figure 3.15, the picture on the left shows the sampling grid superimposed on the original 
scene. The picture on the right is the rendered image. A jagged profile is quite evident in 
the rendered image. Also known asjaggies or staircasing. Jaggies are an instance of a 
phenomenon known as aliasing. . In order to achieve the highest image quality, 
antialiasing techniques may greatly improve image quality with some additional 
computational cost. 
Original Rendered 
. Figure 3.15: Jaggies [HyperGraph]. 
Antialiasing algorithms typically cause multiple primary rays to be spawned for each 
output pixel. The number of extra rays and their directions are determined by the 
antialiasing algorithm. Since aliasing can occur both spatially and temporally, advanced 
ray tracers used for animation may distribute rays temporally as well as spatially. A 
variety of approaches to antialiasing may be used. Supersampling is a very simple 
antialiasing technique which subdivides each pixel into smaller subpixels along a 
uniform grid. Primary ra)"s are then spawned for each of these subpixels, and the 
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resulting colours are combined usmg simple averagmg, or a weighted average, to 
produce the resulting pixel. Although easy to implement, supers amp ling is still quite 
susceptible to aliasing effects, and can be computationally wasteful when overused. A 
slight modification to the supersampling technique can make it more computationally 
efficient, and give it greater flexibility. Adaptive supersampling attempts to determine 
areas where aliasing effects occur, and automatically subdivides a pixel into subpixels, 
and potentially recursively subdividing into even smaller subpixels based on differences 
between adjacent pixels or subpixels. Adaptive supersampling techniques generally 
employ simple metrics, which measure the variance between the colours of 
neighbouring pixels. If neighbouring pixels differ by more than a certain threshold, they 
are re cursively supersampled until either they differ by less than the threshold, or a 
maximum cut-off subdivision depth has been reached. The resulting pixels are then 
averaged or filtered to produce the final pixel colour stored in the resulting image. 
Adaptive supersampling based on a uniform grid subdivision scheme can still suffer 
from grid alignment aliasing, even when supersampled to great depth. In order to 
combat this problem, samples may be taken in a non-grid-aligned fashion. The sample 
points may be determined pseudo-randomly for stochastic sampling, or they may be 
chosen based on a statistical distribution. These techniques avoid grid alignment 
aliasing artefacts and may require fewer samples to produce results of equal quality to 
those obtained by grid-aligned sampling techniques of greater depth. See figure 3.16. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.16: (a) Supersampling [HyperGraph] 
(b) Adaptive supersampling (c) Stochastic sampling. 
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3.2.5 Numerical precision and recursion 
The ray tracing algorithm can encounter problems when rendering some scenes due to 
the finite precision of floating point arithmetic on computers. This problem can manifest 
itself in the generation of rays for reflection, refraction, and shadows. The problem 
occurs when a new ray is generated at a hit point on an object, going in some new 
direction. In some cases a ray will tend to intersect the same surface it is supposed to be 
leaving. In order to avoid this problem, a ray tracer can manipulate the starting point of 
the ray so that it is far enough off of the surface it is leaving that the intersection testing 
routines do not erroneously intersect with the surface the ray is leaving. Another 
problem that can occur is the generation of an infinite, or nearly infinite number of 
reflection or transmission rays. In a scene containing two perfectly parallel, perfectly 
reflective mirrors, it is possible for a ray, which is perfectly perpendicular to endlessly 
generate reflection rays. In the case of transmission, a ray may encounter total internal 
reflection, inside of an appropriately curved object such that it also endlessly generates 
transmission rays. One way to prevent a ray tracer from getting stuck in such 
pathological cases is to set a hard limit on the maximum level of recursion for the rays 
in a scene. A recursion limit of one would only allow primary rays to be traced. 
Recursion levels greater than one would allow reflections and transmissions to be ray 
traced. When the maximum level of recursion is reached, rather than generating 
reflection or transmission rays, the scene background color is used [Glas98]. 
3.2.6 Surface texturing 
Texture mapping is to map an image onto a surface, a technique pioneered by Catmull 
[Catm74]. The added cost of texture mapping is negligible compared to the cost of 
intersection testing, so texture maps are a computationally cheap alternative to high 
geometric complexity. Texture maps can provide levels of detail, which are impractical 
to represent with highly tessellated surfaces of constant textures. 
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3.2.6.1 Coordinate transformation 
In order to implement texture mapping in a ray tracer, the first step is to create a 
mapping function, which takes a 3D coordinate as its input, and generates a 2D 
parametric texture coordinate as its output. These transformations provide the 
mechanism for mapping a two dimensional image or procedural texture, onto a three 
dimensional surface. An easy coordinate transformation to implement is a cylindrical 
mapping. For a cylindrical mapping, the polar texture coordinate u could be used in 
order to index the x coordinate of the mapped image, and the coordinate v (along the 
axis of the cylinder) could be used in order to index the y coordinate of the mapped 
image. The polar u and v coordinates are derived by transforming world coordinates into 
coordinate system of the cylinder and then performing a standard polar coordinate 
conversion. See figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17: Texture mapping on a cylinder [MP!]. 
3.2.6.2 Texture lookup 
Once the ray tracer has mapped a 3D object space coordinate to its corresponding 2D 
texture space coordinate, texture mapping routines generate a corresponding colour that 
will be used to paint the hit point on the surface of the object being textured. Since the 
texture space is two dimensional, this is a relatively simple procedure. This is the stage 
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where procedural textures and image mapped textures diverge. In the case of procedural 
textures, a texturing procedure is called, which calculates the mapped color based upon 
an equation, algorithm, or other rules. Procedural texturing functions may be arbitrarily 
complex, potentially calling many additional subroutines while generating texture color. 
For image mapped textures, u and v texture coordinates are used as indices into a two 
dimensional array containing the actual pixel data for the mapped image. In order to 
make image mappings more flexible, scaling, rotation, and translation operations may 
be applied to the 2D texture coordinates to alter the size and location of an image map 
on the surface of the target object. Excessive image map scaling, or insufficient image 
map resolution will result in aliasing artefacts in the resulting image [Watt93]. In order 
to combat this problem detailed images should be used, or their mappings should be 
scaled to a relatively small size in world coordinates. This is the most basic of image 
mapping techniques. Higher quality results are possible through the use of interpolation 
[Heck91] and filtering [Blin76, FeibSO, GreeS6, HeckS6]. Modulo functions may be 
used to make endlessly repeating tiling of mapped images in texture space. Many 
textures can be accurately reproduced with small repeated images. Examples of textures 
include brick, parquet flooring, tile, concrete, asphalt, grass and meadow, and others. 
See figure 3.1S. Tiling can significantly reduce the memory requirements for mapping 
high detail textures onto large objects. This is of crucial importance for realistic 
rendering of large indoor and outdoor environments where thousands of different 
textures may be needed in order to achieve photo-realistic results. Other optimizations 
involve the use of demand-loaded textures. In this technique, textures are not loaded 
until they are first referenced during the rendering process. Additionally, texture caches 
may be used, so that extremely complex environments may be rendered, including 
scenery, which uses more texture than, can be held in the physical memory of a 
computer. A texture caching and paging system can be used to unload textures which 
are only used for part of a scene, based on a least recently used paging scheme. 
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Ca) (b) 
Figure 3.18: Repeated tiling Ca) Parquet (b) Bricks [HyperGraph]. 
3.2.6.3 Improving mapping quality 
Since the ray tracing process results in point sampling of texture space, antialiasing 
techniques for texture mapping attempt to provide a more accurate determination of 
colour than would be obtained by point sampling itself. One way to reduce aliasing 
effects when doing image mapping is to use interpolation [Watk93] during the lookup 
of the texture coordinate and its image map pixel. Instead of returning the colour at the 
nearest image pixel, we can interpolate between the 4 nearest pixels, to come up with a 
more accurate, and smoother image. This technique adds very little additional overhead, 
but makes a big difference in the visual quality of scenes where the camera focuses on a 
mapped object at a high level of magnification. Images used in texture mapping for 
animation should be chosen with care, especially when used with tiling. When images 
are tiled over a surface, any discontinuities at the tile edges are easily visible in the final 
image. Tiling artefacts may be avoided by performing edge blending on image maps 
prior to rendering. 
3.2.6.4 Image mapped textures 
Image mapping is a technique for applying textures onto the surfaces of objects based 
on a world coordinate, texture coordinate mapping, and a source image. This technique 
uses the same kind of mapping transforms that procedural textures use but has its own 
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advantages and problems. Image maps are used whenever it is more convenient to 
simulate the surface appearance of an object by colouring it according to an image 
rather than by using mathematical calculations. See figure 3.19. Image maps are well 
suited for general rendering applications, because they are easily created with drawing 
programs and by photography. Procedural texture maps [Eber94] are typically more 
flexible than image maps, but they must be compiled before use, or interpreted at run 
time, both of which have their problems. Image maps typically require much more 
memory at run-time than procedural textures, so they are impractical when memory is 
limited. In order to apply images onto the surfaces of objects, we must establish a 
mapping function between the three dimensional world coordinate system and the 
coordinate system used by the texturing algorithm. Most texture spaces are two 
dimensional, with few exceptions. Although textures are mostly two dimensional, this 
does not limit their utility, the 2D texture space can be applied to a 3D geometric space 
in many different ways. Some common examples of mappings are spherical, cylindrical, 
rectangular-planar, and polar-planar. Each of these types of mappings, takes a 3D 
geometric input coordinate, and outputs a 2D texture coordinate in (u, v) parametric 
space of the mapping. 
Figure 3.19: Image mapped texture [HyperGraph]. 
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3.2.6.5 Procedural texturing 
Procedural texturing is similar in many respects to image mapped texturing. Instead of 
determining shading parameters through referencing an image, a procedural texture 
generates shading parameters by executing procedural texturing algorithms. Procedural 
textures can generate highly complex textures with very little memory usage. Procedural 
textures typically generate detail on the fly rather than by pre-calculating large tables. 
Procedural textures and image mapped textures may be combined to provide highly 
complex texturing combinations. Procedural textures can be organised in hierarchical 
texture trees, higher levels of the texture tree combine mUltiple lower level textures. An 
example of hierarchical texturing is a chess board. A two dimensional checker pattern 
can be built from a checkering procedure and two lower level textures. The lower level 
textures could be image mapped textures or they could be procedural textures. Using 
this technique it is easy to create arbitrarily detailed textures. See figure 3.20. Next 
section describes the generation of photo-realistic integral images using ray tracing. 
Figure 3.20: Procedural mapped texture [HyperGraph]. 
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3.3 Computer generation of integral images using 
ray tracing 
All the described quality of ray tracing can be migrated to three-dimensional integral 
imaging and opens the door to computer graphics application to facilitate integral 
imaging displays. Integral imaging increases the perception of the photo-realism in ray 
tracing for the observer. Computer generation of integral images has been reported in 
several literatures [Min01, Ha1l97, Naem01]. Computer generation of integral images is 
very useful where an IT can be replayed using a LCD monitor by overlaying it with a 
lenticular sheet. Cartwright [Cart99] modelled the optical system of integral imaging 
and applied it inside a ray tracing renderer. This new renderer is represented in the 
thesis by the term integral ray tracing (IRT). For both lenticular sheets and micro-lens 
arrays, each cylindrical lens or micro-lens lens acts as a separate camera. The virtual 
scene straddles the modelled lenticular sheet as well as the image plane as shown in 
figure 3.21. Each camera spawns primary rays through the pixels that lay underneath it. 
Forefront intersection-points, which are closer to the viewer, are recorded into the 
Image. 
Virtual scene 
\ 
Viewer ~ 
Modelled lenses ~ 
LCD 
/ 
Image plane 
Figure 3.21: Top view of the modelled optical system of integral imaging. 
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3.3.1 Camera model 
The used camera model is the pinhole approximation for each micro-lens. For a 
cylindrical lens an axial model is used. Each lens acts like a separate camera that has 
two-way recording directions. The result is effectively a multiple camera. Each micro-
lens or cylindrical lens records a sub-image of the virtual scene from a different angle. 
See figure 3.11. Primary rays pass through the centre of the micro-lens and the image 
plane. The scene image straddles the micro-lens array. Therefore there are two 
recording directions, in front and behind the micro-lens array. 
Figure 3.11: Top view of the camera model for integral ray tracing 
3.4 Summary 
This chapter describes different aspects of the ray tracing algorithm which is the used 
renderer in the proposed project in order to generate photo-realistic integral images. 
Ray tracing is a light simulator and is one of approximated solutions to the global 
illumination problem. The introduced global illumination problem is a light transport 
problem. Energy emitted by light sources is transported by means of reflections and 
refractions in three-dimensional environment. The used fundamental transport equation 
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in order to describe the global illumination problem is called the rendering equation. 
Since the human eye is sensitive to radiance values. Radiance values are computed over 
a certain area and solid angle. All equations that are describing the transport of radiance 
are recursive integral equations with a fixed integration domain and have to be solved 
numerically. 
Ray tracing simulates light rays, which are reflected from objects seen by the eye 
(camera) in an opposite manner. It traces rays from the viewer's eye to the light sources 
in the scene. This simple algorithm determines the colour and the intensity of a point at 
the closest intersection of a primary ray with an object. Ray tracing performs visible 
surface determination separately for each pixel in the rendered image. This property 
assures that curved surfaces are accurately sampled. 
Ray tracing also offers an elegant framework for performing a variety of shading 
operations. Depending on the characteristics of an object's material, factors such as 
ambient light, diffuse light, reflection, and refraction affect its colouring. The per-pixel 
evaluation of lighting and texturing used in ray tracing allows stunningly photo-realistic 
images. Ray tracing can also handle shadows by spawning shadow rays from the 
intersection point on a surface towards each ofthe lights in the scene. 
Ray tracing supports texture maps. Texture maps can provide levels of details, which 
are impractical to represent with highly tessellated surfaces of constant texture. They are 
two main categories in texture mapping. First is image mapped textures and second is 
procedural texturing. The former is used wherever it is more convenient to simulate the 
surface appearance of an object by colouring it according to an image rather than by 
using mathematical calculations. Procedural textures can generate highly complex 
textures with very little memory usage. Procedural textures and image mapped textures 
may be combined to provide highly complex texturing combinations. All the described 
quality of ray tracing can be migrated to three-dimensional integral imaging and open 
the door to computer graphics application to facilitate integral imaging displays. That 
will increase the perception 6fthe photo-realism for the observer. 
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Computer generation of integral imaging using ray tracing is described with its camera 
model. The new camera model is a two-way pinhole model for each of the micro-lenses 
and a two-way axial model for cylindrical lenses. This model allows the scene to 
straddle the micro-lens array or the lenticular sheet in order to achieve three-
dimensional out-of-screen image. Each lens is modelled as a separate camera that 
generates a sub-image containing a different view from its neighbour lens. 
Computer-generated integral image can be replayed using LCD by overlaying it with a 
lenticular sheet or a micro-lens array. This system allows all graphical applications to 
benefits the three-dimension with the use of a cheap lenticular sheet. 
Next chapter describes the traditional acceleration techniques that are used in order to 
speed up ray tracing algorithm. 
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Traditional Acceleration Techniques for 
Ray Tracing 
One of the greatest challenges for ray tracing is the efficient execution. Ray tracing is 
always claimed as being too computational. Efficiency is therefore a critical issue and 
has the focus of much research from the beginning. This had led to approaches 
involving data structures and numerical statistical methods. Because integral ray tracing 
is an adapted version of the original ray tracing algorithm, traditional ray tracing 
acceleration techniques can also be used in integral ray tracing. 
The generality of ray tracing is due to its almost exclusive dependence upon a single 
operation: calculating the point of intersection between a ray in three-space and a 
geometrical entity or a primitive object. Examples of primitive objects include 
elementary shapes such as polygons, spheres and cylinders as well as more complex 
shapes such as parametric surfaces and swept surfaces. The major concern is the 
intersections of each ray with a large collection of primitive objects defIning a scene. 
This ultimately is reduced to the computation of the point of intersecting closest to the 
ray origin, which results from any of the individual primitive objects in the scene. The 
cost of this operation typically overshadows everything else, accounting for the vast 
bulk of time consumed by ray tracing. A statistic reported by Whitted [WhitSO] suggests 
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that more than 95% of the time can be spent performing this operation for complex 
scenes. 
In this chapter, Glassner classifications of the accelerating techniques [Glas89] are 
described as well as some of their famous algorithms. 
The intersection problem has a trivial but usually impractical solution, which is 
commonly referred as exhaustive ray tracing. This solution implies intersecting each ray 
with the scene by simply testing each and every primitive object and retaining the 
nearest point of intersection if one exists. This has a time complexity that is linear with 
the number of objects. 
4.1 A board classification 
Facing the task of accelerating the process of ray tracing, Glassner [Glas89] introduced 
three strategies to consider: (1) reducing the average cost of intersecting a ray with 
scene, (2) reducing the total number of rays intersected with the scene, and (3) replacing 
individual rays with a more general entity. These appear in figure 4.1 as "faster 
intersections", "fewer rays", and "generalised rays" respectively. In the following 
sections ofthis chapter, these strategies and their different techniques will be discussed. 
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Figure 4.1: A broad classification of acceleration techniques [Glas89] . 
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4.2 Faster intersections 
The category of faster intersections further separates into the subcategories of "faster" 
and "fewer" ray-object intersections. The former consists of efficient algorithms for 
intersecting rays with specific primitive objects, while the latter addresses the larger 
problem of intersecting a ray with an environment using a minimum of ray-object 
intersection tests. The rest of this section will discuss some of the algorithms for both 
subcategories. 
4.2.1 Efficient intersection tests 
Intersection tests can be made faster by employing algorithms, which take advantage of 
the unique properties of geometric primitives. An intersection test with a sphere can be 
done a number of ways [Ston98]. Mathematically, a sphere is a quadric surface, and 
intersection tests can be performed by solving for an intersection between a ray, and the 
general quadric equation for a sphere. An alternative method for sphere intersection 
tests involves using the specific geometric properties of a sphere rather than solving a 
generic quadric equation. Designing optimised intersection algorithms for each 
primitive yields a valuable performance increase, but only changes overall runtime by a 
constant factor. Optimised algorithms for intersecting several geometric primitives are 
given in the Graphics Gems series [Glas90, Glas91, Glas92, Heck94, Paet95]. In order 
to increase performance beyond the constant factor afforded by primitive specific 
optimisations, techniques' for reducing the number of intersection tests must be 
employed. 
4.2.2 Bounding volumes 
An important savings can be done when a complex object is bounded by a bounding 
volume. At the first instance intersection with bounding volume is checked. If such 
intersection is not found then exact intersection calculation for the object can be 
discarded. The bounding volume should fit as tightly as possible to the object. It means 
that the type of the bounding volume should be selected taking into account both the 
shape of the object and the cost of intersection with bounding volume. Whitted 
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[WhitSO] originally used spheres as bounding volumes since they are one of the fastest 
shapes to test for intersections. Other shapes such as axis aligned bounding boxes 
[RubiSO], and an intersection of slabs may also be used. See figure 4.2. Weghorst et al. 
[WeghS4] pointed out that the effectiveness of a bounding volume is directly related to 
its tightness of fit, and its own cost of intersection. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.2: Bounding volumes (a) bounding sphere, (b) axis-aligned bounding box, (c) slabs 
[Watt92]. 
4.2.3 Bounding volumes hierarchy 
A common extension to bounding volumes first suggested by Rubin and Whitted 
[RubiSO] and discussed in [WeghS4], is to attempt to impose a hierarchical structure on 
such volumes on the scene. If it is possible, objects in close spatial proximity are 
allowed to form clusters and the clusters are themselves enclosed in bounding volumes. 
This is demonstrated in figure 4.3. The ray tracer initially traverses a hierarchy of 
bounding volumes and a descent through this hierarchy continues only from those nodes 
where intersections occur. The implication here is that bounding volumes was further 
exploited and the intersection testing and calculation time are cut down by structuring 
the bounding volumes in a way that reduces the number of intersection tests. This 
method makes the time spent on intersection tests logarithmic rather than linear in the 
number of objects in the scene. In figure 4.3, ray 1 tests against three bounding volumes 
and one object rather than ten objects. Ray 2 tests against three bounding volumes, 
enters the cluster and tests against three more bounding volumes and finally three 
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objects. This results in a total of four object intersection tests and nine bounding volume 
tests compared with twenty object intersection tests for the unstructured environment. 
Structured boundary 
volumes using 
rectangular solids 
Ray I 
Secondary data 
Structure 
information 
Figure 4.3: Bounding volumes hierarchy using boxes [Watt92]. 
Boxes have been used as bounding volumes. A box has a more difficult intersection test 
than a sphere. However, it is easier to set up a hierarchy with boxes than it is with 
spheres. Boxes can be nested inside each other using simple comparisons on each face. 
Thus a scene is grouped into object clusters and each of those clusters may contain other 
groups of objects that are spatially clustered. Ideally, high-level clusters are enclosed in 
bounding volumes that contain lower level clusters and bounding volumes. Clusters can 
only be created if objects are sufficiently close to each other. Creating clusters of widely 
separated objects contradicts the localisation of the process. The potential clustering and 
the depth of the hierarchy depend on the nature of the scene. The deeper the hierarchy 
is, the greater the potential saving is. Although this technique removes the linear 
dependence of intersection calculation overheads on scene complexity, it still has a high 
cost. This is because every ray descends through a tree hierarchy from the root and the 
bounding volumes may themselves be inefficient. Also considerable user investment is 
required to set up a suitable hierarchy. Kay and Kajiya [Kay86] give a list of desirable 
properties for any hierarchical scheme. These are: 
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(1) Any given sub-tree should contain objects that are near each other. "Nearness" 
is relative, the lower the sub-tree is with respect to the entire hierarchy, the 
nearer the objects should be to each other. 
(2) The volume of each node should be minimal. 
(3) The sum ofthe volume of all bounding volumes should be minimal. 
(4) The construction of the tree should concentrate on the nodes nearer the root of 
the tree. Pruning a branch of the tree there allows a large sub-tree to be removed 
from further consideration, whereas pruning one lower down removes just few 
bounding volumes and objects from further consideration. 
(5) The time spent on constructing the hierarchy tree should pay more than itself for 
the time saved rendering the image. 
4.2.4 Space subdivision and spatial coherence 
The idea behind spatial coherence schemes is simple. The space occupied by the scene 
is subdivided into regions, rather than a ray is checked against all objects or sets of 
bounded objects, it is checked against the subset of objects inside the region it is 
currently traveling. This group of objects is then tested for intersection with the ray. The 
size of the subset and the accuracy to which the spatial occupancy of the objects is 
determined varies, depending on the nature and number of objects and the method used 
for subdividing the space. Three dimensional subdivision schemes divide the space into 
labeled regions that are non-overlapping. If the regions are processed in order along the 
ray from its origin then the first object encountered is the first hit. Space subdivision can 
be represented in several algorithms, some of them are following: 
(1) Uniform grid: It involves dividing all of the occupied space into equally sized 
cubic regions regardless of occupancy by objects. The cubic regions are called 
voxels. The three dimensional grid obtained in this way generates many voxels. 
It enables very fast tracking of rays from region to region. On the other hand, 
subdivision does not depend on the object structure, and thus can be very 
inefficient for scenes exhibiting non-uniform object distribution. In figure 4.4 
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ray 1 tests object 7. Ray 2 tests object 5, object 6 then objects 3, 4 and O. The 
process terminates at object 4. 
Unifonn grid 
Ray I 
Figure 4.4: Uniform grid [Watt92]. 
(2) Octrees: is a hierarchical data structure that specifies the occupancy of vox eis, 
which vary in size. The variation in size means that large empty regions, or large 
regions that contain a single object, are not subdivided to the same extent as 
regions that contain a larger number of objects. Distribution of the objects in the 
scene can be highly non-uniform and octree subdivision still behaves well. Its 
drawback is that the cost of ray traversal in octree grid is high. In figure 4.5 the 
space has been subdivided until each sub-region contains only a single object. 
Ray 1 tests object 7. Ray 2 tests object 5, object 6, and object 4. The process 
terminates when the first intersection is found. 
Ray I 
Figure 4.5: Octree subdivision [Watt92]. 
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(3) Hierarchical grid: is a composition of uniform grids and octrees. It uses the 
efficient traversing of grids and the adaptation of hierarchical octrees. The 
adaptive grid structure enables rays to travel rapidly through empty areas. If a 
ray enters more complex scene regions, a local grid bounding an object or group 
of objects efficiently accelerates ray traversal. See figure 4.6. 
Figure 4.6: Hierarchical grid [Watt92]. 
4.3 Fewer rays 
This category consists of techniques, which reduce the number of rays that need to be 
intersected with the environment. This includes primary rays as well as those created by 
reflection, refraction, and shadowing. The technique called adaptive tree depth control 
was introduced by Hall and Greenberg [HaIl83]. Instead of terminating the ray tree at a 
predefined depth or at non-reflective opaque surfaces. Termination criterion took into 
consideration the maximum contribution to the pixel colour, which could result by 
continuing the recursion. Setting a threshold on this contribution made it possible to 
eliminate the processing of many rays deep in the ray tree without altering the result 
perceptibly. This led to considerable saving even for environments with many highly 
reflective surfaces. Other techniques that involve optimisations for antialiasing are 
explained in chapter 3 such as adaptive antialiasing. 
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4.4 Generalised rays 
The difficulty of antialiasing and exploiting coherence in ray tracing comes from its use 
of infinitesimally thin rays. Though the simple form of these rays leads to easy 
representation, efficient intersection calculations, and great generality. Generalised rays 
traded some of these benefits in exchange for speed. The way to do this is to discard 
individual rays and, instead, operate simultaneously on entire families of rays, which are 
bundled as beams [Heck84], cones [Aman84], or pencils [Shin87]. Each of these 
generalised rays requires some type of sacrifice. For instance, it may need to abandon 
the notion of "exact" rays intersection calculations, accepting an approximation instead, 
or it may need to impose constraints on the environment, such as restricting the types of 
primitive objects, thus destroying one of the important advantages of ray tracing which 
is that different object definitions are easily incorporated due the separation of the 
intersection test for each ray. The advantages gained in return include faster execution 
and effective antialiasing. 
4.4.1 Cone tracing 
Amanatides [Aman84] generalised rays to the right circular cones which are represented 
by apex, centre line and spread angle. For the purpose of antialiasing, the intersection 
calculation not only needs to detect when a cone and an object intersect, but how much 
of the cone is blocked by the object. A sorted list of the closest few objects, which 
intersect the cone, is required so that the partial coverage can be properly combined. See 
figure 4.6. For reflection and refraction, the new centre line is computed using standard 
ray tracing techniques. See figure 4.7. The calculation of the new virtual origin and 
spread angle requires knowledge of the surface curvature. The method of cone tracing 
also extends the ray tracing to include soft shadows and dull reflections. Due to the 
difficulty of the cone intersection and partial coverage calculations for most objects, the 
environment is restricted to spheres, planes, and polygons. 
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Figure 4.6: Partial coverage of objects is combined for cone tracing [MPI]. 
Figure 4.7: Reflection and refraction in cone tracing [MPI]. 
Kirk [Kirk87] extended the cone technique by accelerating the processing of partial 
intersection. The projected area of cone-sphere and cone-plane intersections can be pre-
calculated for a wide range of cases and stored in a table. Using a look-up table instead 
of direct calculation produces an approximation but fast partial coverage calculation. 
The cone area at the intersection can also be used to properly antialias procedural 
textures. The cone radius at the intersection determines the aperture size of the smallest 
feature, which should be represented in the texture. 
4.4.2 Beam tracing 
Heckbert and Hanrahan [Heck84] introduced a different ray generalisation in beam 
tracing algorithm. In this approach rays are replaced by beams, which are cones with 
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arbitrary polygonal cross section. That is, a beam consists of a collection of rays, which 
originate at a common apex and pass through some planer polygon. 
The restriction placed on the environment by this algorithm is that all objects must be 
constructed using polygons facets. This preserves the basic characteristics of beams 
under various interactions with the environment. For instance, the portion of a beam, 
which continues past a partially occluding object, still has polygonal cross section as 
shown in figure 4.8, as do beams that reflected from any surface. See figure 4.9. 
Figure 4.8: A polygon construction is clipped out of cross section of a beam [MPI]. 
Vinu!1I ~~f.' pmnt 
Figure 4.9: Reflected beams retain the polygonal cross section [MPI]. 
Refraction is the one phenomenon, which does not preserve the nature of beams. 
Because of non-linearity, a-refracted beam can no longer be a cone. One solution is to 
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approximate the effect of refraction with linear transformation. This is another 
compromise, which must be made in order to obtain the benefits of beam tracing. 
Many aspects of the beam tracing algorithms are very similar to those of standard ray 
tracing. In figure 4.10 a beam tree is constructed by recursive reflection and 
transmission of beams, though the process of applying these operations to beams are 
more complex than corresponding operations used in standard ray tree. Figure 4.9 
demonstrates when reflective surfaces are encountered a "virtual eye" point is computed 
by reflecting the apex of the beam through the plane of the polygon. The reflected beam 
has the virtual eye as its apex and its cross section is obtained by intersecting the 
reflective polygon with the beam. 
Figure 4.10: Beam tree [MPI]. 
4.4.3 Pencil tracing 
A pencil is another type of generalised ray. It is comprised of rays, which are in the 
locality of a special ray called axial ray. Each of these nearby paraxial rays can be 
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represented as a four-dimensional vector encoding its deviation from the axial ray. By 
restricting attention to small deviations from the axial ray, the pencil transformation 
could be assumed to be linear, and therefore representable as 4 x 4 system matrices. 
Propagation of rays grouped as pencils could then be carried out by combining the 
system matrices corresponding to the individual surfaces. The approximation is only 
valid for sufficiently smooth surfaces, so it can bnly be applied to pencils, which do not 
encounter edges or surface discontinuities. Shinya et al. [Shin87] traced individual rays 
, 
in the areas, which pose these problems. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter traditional acceleration techniques for ray tracing have been studied 
mentioning how efficiency has been the focus of the research of ray tracing due to the 
exhaustive computational property of ray tracing. 
Integral ray tracing is an adapted version of ray tracing algorithm. Therefore traditional 
ray tracing acceleration techniques can be used in integral ray tracing. The operation of 
finding the closest intersection point to the origin of a ray consumes most of the spent 
time for ray tracing. In order to· fasten this operation, there are three main ways that can 
be exploited. The first way is "faster intersections" and it separates into the 
subcategories of "faster" and "fewer" ray-object intersections. The former consists of 
efficient algorithms for intersecting rays with specific primitive objects such as efficient 
intersection tests, bounding volumes while the latter addresses the larger problem of 
intersecting a ray with an environment using a minimum of ray-object intersection tests. 
It consists of algorithms such as Bounding volumes hierarchy, Space subdivision and 
spatial coherence. Space subdivision algorithms subdivided the space occupied by the 
scene into regions, rather than a ray is checked against all objects or sets of bounded 
objects, it is checked against the subset of objects inside the region it is currently 
traveling. The regions are processed in order along the ray from its origin then the first 
object encountered is the first hit. Space subdivision can be represented in several 
algorithms such as uniform grid, octree and hierarchical grid. 
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The second way is "fewer rays", which consists of techniques that focus on reducing the 
number of rays to be intersected with the environment. This includes primary rays as 
well as those created by reflection, refraction, and shadowing. Such techniques include 
adaptive tree depth control and optimisation for antialiasing. 
The third way of reducing the number of intersection test is called "generalised rays". 
Generalised rays traded some of ray tracing benefits in exchange for speed. Individual 
rays are discarded and replaced by entire families of rays, which are bundled as beams, 
cones, or pencils. Generalised rays require some type of sacrifice. For instance, they 
need to abandon the notion of "exact" rays intersection calculations, accepting an 
approximation instead. They also impose constraints on the environment, such as 
restricting the types of primitive objects. 
In the next chapters novel ways for reducing the number of intersection tests and the 
computations in integral ray tracing are discussed. They use the unique approach of 
utilizing the properties of the integral imaging camera system in order to time-improve 
the exhaustive property of ray tracing. Next chapter explains how pixels can be 
coherently traced in order to improve shadow cache algorithm in integral ray tracing. 
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Novel Pixel-tracing styles for Faster 
Shadow Cache in Integral Ray Tracing 
Statistically, more intersection tests are performed for shadow determination than for 
primary rays, reflection rays, and transmission rays. The number of shadow rays 
spawned is proportional to the number of light sources. In a scene containing three light 
sources, approximately 75% of the rays spawned are attributable to shadow tests. In this 
example, 25% of the rays cast are primary rays. For each primary ray that intersects an 
object, surface shading calculations consider the visibility of each one of the three light 
sources. Shadow cache algorithm described in the next section accelerates ray tracing 
by reducing the number of intersection tests performed for shadow rays. Due to the 
unique characteristics of the camera model in integral ray tracing, the order in which 
pixels are traced needs to be exploited to utilise shadow cache algorithm for integral ray 
tracing. In this thesis the order in which pixel are traced is termed pixel-tracing. In this 
chapter an analysis of the relationship between rays and shadows is established in order 
to find out the optimal pixel-tracing style for integral ray tracing that leads to the fastest 
shadow intersection tests using shadow cache. Novel pixel-tracing styles are developed 
in order to utilise shadow cache algorithm for integral ray tracing acceleration. Pixel-
tracing styles presented are compared and combined in order to produce the optimal 
pixel-tracing style. Experiments show resulted time improvement is up to 41 % for 
lenticular sheets and 18.6% for micro-lens arrays. The chapter also describes how the 
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proposed pixel-tracing styles do not affect the scalability of running integral ray tracing 
on parallel computers. 
5.1 Shadow caching 
The shadow cache algorithm was introduced by Rains [Rain86], where image-space 
coherence is used to decrease the number of the shadowing intersection tests. They 
considered the observation that if an object prevents a light source from contribution to 
the intensity of a pixel, then the same object is likely to block the same light for an 
adjacent pixel. Shadow cache also operates on the assumption that consecutive rays 
share some amount of spatial coherence and that statically they tend to intersect objects 
at points which are near previous intersections. 
Shadow cache works by keeping a cache of the most recent shadow casting object for 
each light source. The next time a light is tested for occlusion, the associated shadow 
casting object is first tested for intersection rather than traversing the objects within the 
scene in the usual manner as illustrated in figure 5.1. If the shadow test of the cached 
object fails, then testing must continue on the objects in the usual manner. If the shadow 
test on the cached object succeeds, significant computation can be saved. 
Shadow ra!::lS 
... -,.-
Li9ht source ~.,. ~:::: _ ... "." 
11 
o ~O 
t}-
, 
~ 
Object in 
the cache 
Image pixels Li9ht source 
Figure 5.1: Shadow cache. 
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Computer generation of integral imaging requires higher resolution display i.e. larger 
number of pixels than normal computer images in order to produce an integral image 
with acceptable quality [MinOl]. The efficiency of the shadow cache increases as the 
resolution of the image increases [Hain86b] The reason for this is when an environment 
is rendered at higher resolution, shadow casting objects prevents light sources from 
contribution to the intensity of a larger number of pixels. In order to apply shadow 
cache to integral ray tracing, it requires coherent pixel-tracing style that ensures 
successively tracing of pixels whose primary rays share spatial coherence [Osam02]. 
That increases the number of shadow rays that utilise the shadow cache and saves large 
number of intersection tests. 
5.2 Cache calculations 
While using the shadow cache algorithm, if a shadow ray is tested against the object in 
the cache and the test succeed, this condition is termed as cache hit. If a shadow ray 
does not achieve a cache hit, the number of intersection tests for this shadow ray can be 
in thousands or in millions depending on the scene complexity while a shadow ray 
achieves a cache hit, is tested only once for intersection with the object in the cache. 
Let N be the number of shadow rays whose pixels are in shadow, Cm be the average 
computation cost of the intersection tests required when a shadow ray does not achieve 
a cache hit, and Ch be the average computation cost for the intersection test required 
when a shadow ray achieves a cache hit. The total computation cost for shadow rays Ct 
can be expressed as follow: 
(5.1) 
where Nh is the number of shadow rays that achieve a cache hit and Nm is the number of 
shadow rays that do not achieve a cache hit. The total number of the shadow rays N 
, 
can be expressed as follows: 
N=Nh +Nm. 
Since, Cm > > Ch, the total computation cost Ct can be written as follows: 
Ct = NmCm (5.2) 
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Equation 5.2 shows that in order to minimize the total computation cost for shadow 
rays, the number of shadow rays achieving cache hits must increase. 
Consider a number of pixels N whose pnmary rays intersect shadowed surfaces. 
Considering one light source, the number of shadow rays intersecting with a shadow 
casting object is Mh and their associated pixels are termed as H pixels. The number of 
shadow rays that do not intersect with that shadow casting object is Mm and their 
associated pixels are termed as M pixels. M and H pixels belong to shadowed areas, 
therefore: 
(5.3) 
The pixel-tracing style has a great effect on Ct• Obviously the best case is when H pixels 
are traced successively before switching to M pixels. This results that the shadow 
casting object is being kept in the cache once it is intersected and the only pixels which 
do not achieve a cache hit are M pixels. In this case: 
Nm = Mm, andNh =N-Mh 
Substituting in equation 5.2 gives: 
(5.4) 
The worst case is when pixels of each group are traced in alternating order i.e. H pixel 
then M pixel then H pixel and so on, which results in a different object is being stored in 
the cache each time a pixel is traced. In this case for each M pixel, two shadow rays do 
not achieve a cache hit. Therefore: 
Nm =2Mm, 
which is double the number of shadow rays of the best case that do not achieve a cache 
hit, and therefore Nh can be written as follows: 
Nh =N-2Mh 
Substituting in equation 5.2 gives: 
(5.5) 
Equation 5.5 shows that tracing pixels in a non-coherent way is very computationally 
expensive and could duplicate the computation cost of shadow rays. 
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The next section describes the implication of the integral camera model on the shadow 
cache algorithm and the spatial coherence between primary rays. 
5.3 Integral camera model implications 
Due to the nature of the recording process of integral imaging, many changes on the 
camera model in ray tracing are required. For lenticular sheets, each lens acts like a 
cylindrical camera. A strip of pixels is associated with each lens forming a sub-image. 
Each lens records a sub-image of the scene from a different angle as shown in figure 
5.2. For micro-lens arrays each lens acts like a square or a hexagonal camera depends 
on the structure of the lenses as shown in figure 5.3. In the lateral cross section of the 
lenticular or the micro-lenses, the model appears as a pinhole. In the case of lenticular 
sheets, the pinhole forms a straight line parallel to the axis of the cylindrical lens in the 
vertical direction that makes an axial camera model. For each pixel, a primary ray is 
spawned. The recording path of the primary ray draws a straight line going forward 
towards the image plane and backward away from the image plane. Similar primary 
rays of neighbour lenses are spawned to similar directions parallel to each other. 
Therefore correlated sub-images are produced which is a property of an integral 
Imagmg. 
Back field of view 
Figure 5.2: Lenticular sheet model in integral ray tracer. 
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Back fie Id of view 
Pinhole / 
Front field of view 
Figure 5.3: Micro-lens array in integral ray tracing. 
The structure of the lenses and the camera model in the integral ray tracing affects the 
way primary rays are spawned as well as the spatial coherence among them. From the 
shadow cache calculations, it is shown that tracing all of H pixels before switching to M 
pixels maximises the number of cache hits and accordingly minimises the computation 
cost. In the next two sections an analysis giving the relationship between rays and 
shadowed surfaces is carried out for different pixel-tracing styles in order to find the 
optimal pixel-tracing style considering the number of H pixels traced consecutively as a 
measure of the efficiency. The number of H pixels traced consecutively is represented 
by the term continuous cache hits in this thesis. The next section describes the analysis 
for lenticular sheets. 
5.4 Analysis of the number of continuous cache hits 
for lenticular sheets 
In order to find out the optimal tracing style of image pixels that attains the maximum 
number of continuous cache hits, the relationship between pixels and their primary rays 
and shadows is analysed. The analysis consists of the way primary rays relate to the 
shadow size and location and its affect on the number of continuous cache hits. For 
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simplification, it is assumed that the shadow is projected on a flat surface facing the 
camera model. 
5.4.1 Style 1: Tracing of consecutive pixels in the horizontal 
direction 
Pixels in the horizontal direction within the cross section of the lenses are traced from 
the lens pinhole by spawning primary rays in both directions: forward to the pixels, and 
backward towards the aperture. Figure 5.3 shows that the angle of view of the lens a 
forms a horizontal cross section of a space volume that bounds the rays traced from the 
lens through the object space. a is defined as: 
a = 2 x tan-1 (PI2j) (5.6) 
A 
Figure 5.3: lateral cross section of a lens in integral ray tracing. 
where P and/are the pitch and the focal length of the lens respectively. The number of 
pixels behind each lens is N/ens which is defined as: 
N/ens = Pips 
where ps is the pixel size. In the case of uniform sampling of the space, pixel size in the 
horizontal direction is the same for the vertical one therefore the spacing between the 
, 
centres of the adjacent pixels equals the pixel size ps. Assuming that the angle between 
two adjacent rays f3 is small enough (for a typical lenticular sheet f3 = 0.037 Rad), f3 can 
be defined as: 
f3 = aIN/ens (5.7) 
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Figure 5.3 shows a shadow area of a width A is projected on some surface at distance D 
from a lens and a primary ray RI is spawned intersecting the shadow area at some point, 
causing a shadow casting object to be saved in the shadow cache. The angle () is 
between two rays, which covers the width A of the shadow casting object. () can be 
written as: 
() = tan-1 AID (5.8) 
In order that the primary ray R2 intersects the shadow, R2 must be bounded by the angle 
() (i.e. f3 < B). If () < a then the number of rays intersecting that shadow is Le/pJ. 
Therefore, the number of continuous cache hits within a lens CCWLhit can be written as: 
CCWLhit = L () I f3 J 
Substituting equation 5.6 and equation 5.8 in equation 5.9 yields: 
CCWLhit = Mens X (tan-1 (AID)) 1(2 X tan-1(Nlens X p/2j)) 
Therefore CCWLhit is a function of A and D. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
While tracing pixels in the horizontal direction across the lenses, switching between 
lenses has a big effect on the shadow cache status whether the shadow ray being 
processed achieves a cache hit or not. The shadow cache status depends on whether the 
first ray of the adjacent lens attains a cache hit or not. 
In figure 5.4, RI is the primary ray passing through the last pixel covered by a lens, 
which intersects a shadowed surface with width A that starts and ends at positions Xstart 
and Xend respectively along the x axis. R2 is the primary ray passing through the first 
pixel covered by the adjacent lens. The position of the intersection point of R2 and the 
shadowed along the x axis X2 can be written as: 
X2 = LAstart + P X n - D X tan (al2) (5.11) 
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Xstart 
n 
pinhole 
n+1 A plnliole 
Xend 
Figure 5.4: Crossing to an adjacent lens. 
where LAstart is the starting point of the lenticular sheet along the x axis, and n is the lens 
index. R2 intersects the object stored in the cache and achieves a cache hit under the 
condition: 
where Xstart = Xend - A. 
By substituting equation 5.11 the condition becomes: 
[P x n + LAstart-D x tan (al2)] 2:: [Xend- A] (5.12) 
Therefore the shadow cache status for crossing from a lens to an adj acent one CSTAL is 
a function of A and D, and has two cases as follows: 
CSTAL={~ X 2 ~ X start 
X 2 < Xstart 
(5.13) 
Considering multiple lenses as shown in figure 5.5. Then the number of continuous 
cache hits per lens CCLhit is described as: 
CCLhit = CCWLhit + CSTAL (5.14) 
CCLhit also is a function of A and D because CCWLhit and CSTAL are function of A and 
D. Therefore, the number of continuous cache hits CChit stylel for tracing consecutive 
, 
pixels in the horizontal direction is represented as: 
n 
CChitstylel = CCLhitO + L CSTALn-l x CCLhitn (5.15) 
lensID=! 
which is a function of A and D. 
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n=l 
2 
A 
3 
4 
Figure 5.5: Tracing consecutive pixels in the horizontal direction. 
• The number of continuous cache hits 
Because CC"it style] is a function of A and D, it is represented graphically by a surface as 
shown in figure 5.6. For each value of D there is a function CC"it(A) represented by a 
curve on that surface. The value of CC"uCA) increases when D decreases. CC"it(A) 
reaches its maximum when D = 0. The curve CChit(A)D=O represents a linear function 
and equals to A/ps, which is the same as CC"it obtained for style 3. When D is not 0, 
CChitCA) curve consists of two regions as shown in figure 5.7. In the first region, the 
curve is linear because not every ray in the first lens intersects points in shadow (a < fJ). 
In this region, CC"it(A) is less than (Nlens - 1).) The second region exists when () ~ a in 
this region, the curve is similar to a staircase that increases as A increases. The step size 
depends on D. The reason for the existence of the steps is that when the last ray in a lens 
intersects or misses points in shadow. The number of rays of the adjacent lens 
intersecting points in shadow is added to or subtracted from CC"ih which makes 
CChit(A) jump by one step. 
Also for each value of A there is a function CChit(D) represented by a curve as shown in 
figure 5.8. The value of CChil(D) decreases as D increases. This curve also consists of 
two regions but in an opposite way to CC"itCA). The first section is a staircase decreasing 
as D increases. When D is varied by 2f, A covers the last ray in a lens, which makes 
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CChit(D) jump by one step. The step size increases as D increases. In the second region 
where e < a, the curve is linear. 
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Figure 5.6: CC,,;tCA,D) of style 1. 
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Figure 5.7: CC"uCA)D=13 of style 1. 
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Figure 5.8: CC"it(D)A=20 of style 1. 
Style 1 has some limitations in terms of continuous cache hits, which is a result of the 
discontinuity that happens at the edge of each lens as well as not considering the second 
dimension while tracing pixels. 
5.4.2 Style 2: Tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses 
Tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses yields processing parallel rays as shown in 
figure 5.9. The distance between two similar rays in adjacent lenses is P, where each ray 
starts at the lens pinhole and passes through the pixel centre. The number of continuous 
cache hits CChit style2 for tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses can be written as: 
cel/ it style2 = AlP (5.16) 
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Figure 5.9: Tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses 
Therefore CChit style2 is a function of A only. Notice that P ip s could be 10, 20 or bigger 
depending on the image resolution. In this style the traced rays sample the scene at very 
low sampling rate and thus it acquires a small number of continuous cache hits even 
considering two dimension of tracing. 
• The number of continuous cache hits 
CChU style2 is not a function of D, and it is linearly proportional to A because traced rays 
are parallel to each other. Therefore CChit(A) increases or decreases, if and only if, A 
increases or decreases by an amount of P as shown in figure 5.10. 
20 
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Figure 5.10: CChuCA ) of style 2. 
o 
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Style 2 acquires some coherence of tracing pixels with parallel primary rays but due to 
the low frequency of these rays compared to the frequency that the scene is sampled at, 
the number of continuous cache hits is very small even when considering two 
dimension of tracing. 
5.4.3 Style 3:Tracing pixels in the vertical direction 
Tracing pixels in the vertical direction and parallel to the lens structure makes 
successive rays parallel to each other. Each ray starts at the centre of the pixel and goes 
in the direction normal to the image plane as shown in figure 5.11. The number of 
continuous cache hits CC"it style3 for this style can be written as: 
CC"it style3 = A/ps 
Therefore CC"it style3 is a function of A only. 
Ystart 
Ima e's pixel 
Pixelsize pst~~~~~~~ 
Lens sldeview Vend 
Figure 5.11: Tracing pixels in the vertical direction. 
• The number of continuous cache hits 
(5 .17) 
CC"it style3 is independent of D. CC"il(A) is linearly proportional to A as shown in figure 
5.12. Rays in vertical directions are structured in a parallel form spaced by the distance 
between centres of pixels, which is equivalent to the pixel size ps. As A varies, CC"it(A) 
is altered by adding or subtracting the number of new rays that intersect or miss points 
in shadow. 
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Figure 5.12: CC"it(A) of style 3. 
This style is the best style of pixel-tracing considering only one dimension of tracing. 
The number of continuous cache hit is not altered by any discontinuity in the lens and 
the scene is not undersampled by consecutive rays spawned. 
5.5 Analysis of the number of continuous cache hits 
for micro-lens arrays 
Due to the structure of the micro-lens array, there is no difference between tracing 
pixels in the horizontal direction and tracing pixels in the vertical direction. Therefore 
style 1 and style 2 is applied in both the horizontal and the vertical directions. 
5.5.1 Style 1: Tracing of consecutive pixels 
As discussed in the previous section and from equation 5.15 CC"itstylel is defined as: 
n 
CC"it stylel = CCL"it 0 + L CSTALn_1 x CCL"il n 
lenslD=1 
In style 1, the discontinuity that happens at the edge of each lens affects the coherence 
as well as not considering the second dimension while tracing pixels. 
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5.5.2 Style 2: Tracing similar pixels in adjacent lenses 
From equation 5.16 CChitstyle2 is written as: 
CChit style2 = AlP 
Undersampling the scene results in low coherence and a small number of continuous 
cache hits. 
5.6 Optimum pixe! tracing for maximum number of 
continuous cache hits 
5.6.1 Missing a cache hit while tracing pixels 
Missing a cache hit even once during tracing pixels can be very expensive as described 
earlier. If there are a number of pixels whose rays intersect points in shadow, the 
optimum style of pixel-tracing is the one, which traces all those pixels successively 
before switching to other pixels. 
Assuming the case shown in figure 5.13. Nlens = 5 and there are six rays that intersect 
points in shadow, three from the first lens, two from the second lens and one from the 
third lens. 
Xstart 
A 
n=l 
I--~t:;:;;;;.-- - Xend 
2 
3 
- -'-- .... -=---:::=~ 
-. ~_"._4 ..... 1--....."JiloI.-~.,..::;. :: - ___ -'..;: ..::-.. 
---.,~-----~ 
--- .... 
'---............ ------.;: ~ 
... -.... 
Figure 5.13: Tracing pixels. 
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1) Style 1: 
Using style 1 yields CChi1 stylel being equal to three out of six possible cache hits as 
shown in figure 5.14. It misses cache hits before tracing all pixels whose rays intersect 
points in the same shadow 
X tart 
n=l 
2 
3 
Figure 5.14: Style 1 of tracing pixels. 
IT) Style 2: 
In style 2, CChil style2 is equal to three as shown in figure 5.15. 
Xstart 
n=l 
2 
3 
Figure 5.15: Style 2 of tracing pixels. 
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III) Style 3: 
Tracing in the vertical direction is not affected by the properties of the lenses. 
Therefore, the number of continuous cache hits is found to be always equal to the 
number of rays that intersect points in the same shadow, which is six (the maximum 
achievable for one dimension). 
5.6.2 Tracing pixels in two directions for lenticular sheet 
Having a two-dimensional style that uses style 1 in the horizontal direction and style 3 
in the vertical style, results in tracing strips of pixel. Applying the concept of style 2 
leads to tracing a strip for every lens as shown in figure 5.16. The number of continuous 
cache hits is expressed as follow: 
n 
CC"il = I CCL"il 1/ X CC"iI sIy le3 n 
lenslD=1 
(5.18) 
In figure 5.17, CC"il(A,D) of tracing strips of pixels does not encounter any 
discontinuity or staircase effect. 
Figure 5.16: Tracing strips of pixels. 
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Distance (mm) 100 20 Size (mm) 
Figure 5.17: CChit(A,D) of tracing strips ofpixels 
Assume there is a shadow projected as a rectangle, which is intersected by six rays in 
the horizontal direction and six rays in the vertical direction. This gives a total of thirty-
six rays. Using tracing of the strips of pixels results in CC"i! being equal to thirty-six. 
Theoretically, this gives the optimum pixel-tracing style. 
5.6.3 Tracing pixels in two directions for micro-lens array 
If style 1 and style 2 are combined in both horizontal and vertical directions the result 
will be tracing squares of pixels, each per lens as shown in figure 5.18. In this case the 
maximum number of continuous cache hits for micro-lens array is achieved. The 
number of continuous cache hits can be written as: 
n 
CC"i! = I (CCL"i! n)2 (5 .19) 
lensID=l 
Figure 5.19 shows CC"it(A,D) for tracing squares of pixels with no discontinuity or 
staircase effect. 
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Figure 5.18: Tracing squares of pixels. 
o 
100 
20 
Figure 5.19: CC"itCA,D) of tracing squares ofpixels 
5.7 Tests and Results 
Following is the description of the experiment settings: The lens parameters of the 
modelled camera system are the same as that of the lenticular sheet used in displaying 
the output images. The relevant parameters are: lens' s pitch = 1.124 mm, lens ' s 
refractive index = 1.6, and focal lens = 3.03 mm. The same single shadow projected on 
a flat square facing the lens sheet, which is used in the theory is also used in testing. The 
different styles of pixel-tracing have been tested on benchmark scenes [Eric87] shown 
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in figure 5.20. The details for the test scenes are listed in table 5.1. The scenes under test 
are rendered at different depth distances with respect to the displaying lens sheet. These 
distances are 2 cm in front, 1 cm in front, 0 cm, 1 cm behind, 2 cm behind, and 3 cm 
behind respectively. The image resolution is 2000 x 2000 and N1ens = 15. All 
experiments have been conducted on Compaq AlphaServer DS20 with two 500 MHz 
Alpha 21264 processors and 1 GB memory, operating system Digital UNIX V4.0F, and 
the use of PO SIX threads [Klei96, Nich96] 
Primary tests are made on the first three styles of tracing in order to have approximated 
comparison between them regarding Nil before adding shadow cache algorithm to the 
integral ray tracing. Table 5.2 shows Nil for the three styles for each scene at different 
distances from the lenticular sheet. Style 3 has the greatest value for Nm. 
Balls scene Gears scene 
Figure 5.20: Test scenes. 
Scene No. Objects No. Light Sources No. Plane No. Spheres No. Polygons 
Balls 7385 3 1 7381 
Gears 36615 6 36609 
Table 5.1: Test scenes. 
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Depth of scene Nhfor Nh % for style 1 Nhfor Nh% for style 2 Nhfor Nh % for style 3 
style 1 style 2 style 3 
Depth 1 205 10.25 34 1.7 279 13.95 
Depth 2 233 11.65 36 1.8 300 15 
Depth 3 295 14.75 37 1.85 317 15.85 
Depth 4 367 18.35 38 1.9 340 17 
Depth 5 440 22 39 1.95 365 18.25 
Depth 6 512 25.6 40 2 392 19.6 
Table 5.2(a): Balls scene; Nh for style 1, style 2, and style 3. 
Depth of scene Nhfor Nh % for style 1 Nhfor Nh % for style 2 Nhfor Nh % for style 3 
style 1 style 2 style 3 
Depth 1 880 44 144 7.2 1130 56.5 
Depth 2 943 47.15 147 7.35 1188 59.4 
Depth 3 1030 51.5 149 7.45 1246 62.3 
Depth 4 1136 56.8 150 7.5 1303 65.15 
Depth 5 1265 63.25 151 7.55 1358 67.9 
Depth 6 1397 69.85 150 7.5 1408 70.4 
Table 5.2(b): Gears scene; Nh for style 1, style 2, and style 3. 
The results of testing the different styles of tracing gave identical CChitS to those in the 
theory as shown in figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19(a): Continuous cache hits for style 1 for lenticular sheet. 
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Figure 5.19(b): Continuous cache hits for style 2 for lenticular sheet. 
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Figure S.19(c): Continuous cache hits for style 3 for lenticular sheet. 
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Figure 5 .19( d): Continuous cache hits for tracing strips of pixels for lenticular sheet. 
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o 
100 
20 
Figure 5.19(e): Continuous cache hits for tracing squares for micro-lens array. 
5.7.1 Lenticular sheet 
Testing on benchmark scenes showed that shadow calculations are the most expensive 
in tenns of processing power and time. Code profiling is used in order to show the 
number of times shadow_intersect _objects function is executed, which is responsible 
for shadow calculations in Integral ray tracing, and the percentage of time used by 
shadow_intersect _objects. Table 5.3 shows the number of times 
shadow_intersect _objects is executed, the percentage of time it used, and the total time 
in seconds, which is spent in order to render the scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Time of the executions% Total time for relldering 
shadow _ illtersect_ objects 
1 13962867 66.9 30.0 
2 14045581 67.3 31.1 
3 14361866 68.8 33.2 
4 14678151 70.4 35.2 
5 15014044 71.9 37.8 
6 15357867 73.6 41.0 
Table 5.3(a): Shadow calculations for balls scene. 
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Depth Number of executions of Time of the executions% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersecC objects 
1 22985961 74.5 124.0 
2 23169975 75.1 125.0 
3 23792458 77.2 135.2 
4 24414941 79.2 142.0 
5 25367676 82.3 148.0 
6 26478246 85.9 156.0 
Table 5.3(b): Shadow calculations for gears scene. 
Applying shadow cache to Integral ray tracing reduces the number of executions of 
shadow_intersect_objects function. Tables 5.4(a-d) and 5.4(e-h) show the result of 
applying shadow cache to the balls and the gears scenes respectively. For the balls 
scene, the shadow cache saves up to 15.4%, 18%, 29.2%, and 28.7% of the executions 
of the function in styles 1,2,3, and tracing strips ofpixels respectively. For gears scene, 
it saves up to 9.9%, 6.2%, 41.5%, and 39.7% of the executions of the function in styles 
1,2,3, and tracing strips ofpixels respectively. The tables also show in percentage the 
saved time due to applying shadow cache and the total time of rendering in seconds for 
each ofthe different styles. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _intersecc objects 
1 11813863 15.4 5.7 28.3 
2 11883435 15.4 6.4 29.1 
3 12145138 15.4 7.8 30.6 
4 12423066 15.4 8.5 32.2 
5 12707556 15.4 9.8 34.1 
6 13001778 15.3 11.9 36.1 
Table 5.4(a): Style 1: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
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Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersect_ objects 
1 12006544 14 3 29.1 
2 12082531 14 3.5 30 
3 12168314 15.3 6 31.2 
4 12283410 16.3 8 32.4 
5 12425738 17.2 10.6 33.8 
6 12590747 18 13.9 35.3 
Table 5 A(b): Style 2: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersect_ objects 
1 10703894 23.3 13 26.1 
2 10709978 23.7 12.9 27.1 
3 10729748 25.3 15.7 28 
4 10768080 26.6 17.3 29.1 
5 10819536 27.9 18.5 30.8 
6 10880696 29.2 23 31.6 
Table 5.4(c): Style 3: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersecc objects 
1 10757583 23 12.7 26.2 
2 10766881 23.3 14.5 26.6 
3 10790644 24.9 16.6 27.7 
4 10833009 26.2 17.9 28.9 
5 10889241 27.5 20.4 30.1 
6 10956209 28.7 22.4 31.8 
Table 5.4(d): Tracing strips ofpixels: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
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Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersect_ objects 
1 20720594 9.9 3.7 119.4 
2 20885155 9.9 4.1 119.9 
3 21431574 9.9 4.5 129.1 
4 22267890 8.8 5.3 134.5 
5 23242755 8.4 6.2 138.8 
6 24264986 8.4 6.3 146.2 
Table 5A(e): Style 1: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Saved time % Total time for rendering 
shadow _intersecC objects 
1 22377681 2.6 -9.3 135.5 
2 22876224 1.3 -11.4 139.3 
3 23380312 1.7 -5.6 142.8 
4 23876382 2.2 -2.7 145.8 
5 24370379 3.9 -4.19 154.2 
6 24823603 6.2 2.2 152.5 
Table 5A(£): Style 2: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersecC objects 
1 14657063 36.2 31.5 85 
2 14858904 35.8 30.6 86.8 
3 15043914 36.8 34.7 88.3 
4 15204516 37.7 36.8 89.7 
5 15361545 39.4 39 90.3 
6 15479136 41.5 41 92.1 
Table 5A(g): Style 3: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
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Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _intersecc objects 
1 15054334 34.5 29.1 87.9 
2 15270643 341 28.7 89.1 
3 15471888 35 33 90.6 
4 15649809 35.9 36.1 90.7 
5 15822953 37.6 36.1 94.5 
6 15957828 39.7 38.3 96.3 
Table S.4(h): Tracing strips ofpixels: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
Figure 5.20 below shows the improvement of time in percentage for style 2, style 3, and 
tracing strips ofpixels over style 1, at different positions of the centre of the scene with 
respect to the lenticular sheet. Both vertical tracing and tracing strips of pixels gives 
very good results over styles 1 and 2 for all scenes and reached 37% time-improvement 
in the gears scene. Styles 1 and 2 give similar improvements except for the gears scene 
where style 1 gives better results. However tracing strips of pixels does not achieve 
much improvement over style 3. That is because of the diverse sizes of the projected 
shadows and its positions with respect to the lenticular sheet. 
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Figure S.20(a): The improvement oftime over style 1 for other styles of tracing in percentage 
for balls scene. 
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Figure 5.20(b): The improvement of time over style 1 for other styles of tracing in percentage 
for gears scene. 
5.7.2 Micro-lens array 
Code profiling is also used in the case of micro-lens array. Table 5.5 shows the number 
of times shadow_intersect_objects is executed, the percentage of time that is used by it, 
and the total time in seconds, which is spent in order to render the scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Time of the executions % Total time for rendering 
shadow _intersect_ objects 
1 14102496 57.9 30.1 
2 14186037 58.3 31.2 
3 14505484 59.6 33.3 
4 14824933 60.9 35.3 
5 15164184 62.3 37.9 
6 15511446 63.7 41.1 
Table 5.5(a): Shadow calculations for balls scene. 
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Depth Number of executions of Time of the executions% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersect_objects 
1 23215820 75.3 124.1 
2 23401674 75.9 125.1 
3 24030382 77.9 135.3 
4 24659090 80 142.1 
5 25621352 83.1 148.1 
6 26743028 86.7 156.1 
Table 5.5(b): Shadow calculations for gears scene. 
For micro-lens array, shadow cache reduces the number of executions of 
shadow_intersect_objects function. Tables 5.6(a-c) and 5.4(d-f) show the result of 
applying shadow cache to the balls and the gears scenes respectively. For the balls 
scene, shadow cache saves up to 16.1%, 18.6%, and 17.7% of the executions of the 
function in styles 1, 2, and tracing squares of pixels. For gears scene, it saves up to 
10.7%,8%, and 6.2% of the executions of the function in styles 1,2, and tracing squares 
of pixels respectively. The tables also show in percentage the saved time due to 
applying shadow cache and the total time of rendering in seconds for each of the 
different styles. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total timefor rendering 
shadow _ intersect_ objects 
1 11859802 15.9 4.3 28.8 
2 11936771 15.9 4.8 29.7 
3 12191145 16 6.3 31.2 
4 12460536 15.9 7.1 32.8 
5 12735676 16 9 34.5 
6 13012729 16.1 11.5 36.4 
Table 5.6(a): Style 1: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
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Depth Number 0/ executions 0/ Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time/or rendering 
shadow _intersecc objects 
1 11504033 18.4 2.3 29.4 
2 11543163 18.6 5.5 29.5 
3 12208362 15.8 6.3 31.2 
4 12795302 13.7 7.4 32.7 
5 13460502 11.2 9.3 34.4 
6 14164830 8.7 12 36.2 
Table 5 .6(b): Style 2: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
Depth Number 0/ executions 0/ Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time/or rendering 
shadow _ intersecC objects 
1 11959179 15.2 2.3 29.4 
2 12050835 15.1 4.8 29.7 
3 12169233 16.1 6.6 31.1 
4 12306143 17 8.5 32.3 
5 12473491 17.7 10.1 34.1 
6 12660814 17.6 13.7 35.5 
Table 5.6(c): Squares ofpixels: saved shadow calculations for balls scene. 
Depth Number 0/ executions 0/ Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time/or rendering 
shadow _intersect_ objects 
1 20756498 10.6 2.5 121 
2 20925194 10.6 1.9 122.7 
3 21469476 10.7 6.4 126.7 
4 22335551 9.4 3.4 137.3 
5 23277847 9.1 5.1 140.5 
6 24275732 9.2 4.8 148.7 
Table 5.6(d): Style 1: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
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Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _ intersect_ objects 
1 23280530 -0.3 -4.2 129.3 
2 23163256 1 -6 132.6 
3 24043096 -0.1 -1.5 137.3 
4 24038577 2.5 1.3 140.3 
5 24037024 6.2 1.4 146 
6 24614099 8 0.7 155.1 
Table S.6(e): Style 2: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
Depth Number of executions of Saved executions% Savedtime% Total time for rendering 
shadow _intersect_ objects 
1 22038182 5.1 1.4 122.4 
2 22516921 3.8 
-3 128.9 
3 23044949 4.1 2.7 131.6 
4 23610235 4.3 3 137.8 
5 24185198 5.6 0.8 146.9 
6 24693449 7.7 0.3 155.6 
Table S.4(f): Squares ofpixels: saved shadow calculations for gears scene. 
Comparing tracing of similar pixels as well as tracing squares of pixels with style 1 
shows that they do not achieve any improvement over style 1. See figure 5.21. Tracing 
of squares of pixels does not achieve improvement because of the randomness of the 
proj ected shadows in the tested scenes. 
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5.8 Shadow cache and parallel integral ray tracing 
5.8.1 Parallel ray tracing 
Ray tracing is especially well suited for parallelism. Each pixel in the ray-traced image 
can be calculated independently of the rest of the pixels in the image. This property is 
known as data parallelism. Ray tracing is often placed in the category of the algorithms 
that are referred to as embarrassingly parallel. Although naIve ray tracing systems are 
trivial to implement in parallel. There are significant challenges involved in 
implementing an efficient photo-realistic parallel ray tracing system. Many of the 
algorithmic efficiency schemes developed to increase ray tracing time-performance 
work against the scalability of a parallel ray tracing system. Load balance, and 
constraints placed on the accessibility of data in shared memory present problems that 
must be overcome in a high time-performance ray tracing system. Many procedural 
textures can be designed and implemented with little difficulty in a concurrent execution 
environment. Problematic cases exist when texturing algorithms reference extensive 
modifiable data structures. In a shared memory environment such algorithms must use 
mutual exclusion locks to avoid memory corruption. Excessive use of mutual exclusion 
locks can severely degrade performance in situations where many processors are 
competing for the use of a shared resource [Ston98]. 
5.8.1 Shadow cache and parallelism 
Since the ray tracing algorithm processes pixels independently of each other, a wide 
variety of problem decompositions are available for scheduling work on processors in a 
parallel computer. The choice of decomposition, as different styles of tracing, affects 
various aspects of ray tracing performance. Decompositions that retain some degree of 
ray coherence help shadow cache that uses caching of previous results to improve ray 
tracing performance. Decompositions that work in larger blocks help improve 110 and 
communication performance. Scanline cyclic decompositions like styles 1 and 3, 
improve communications. Block cyclic decompositions like tracing strips of pixels and 
tracing squares of pixels, have the best ray coherency, but tend to leave irregular sized 
areas at image borders, which require special handling. Block cyclic decompositions 
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also cause 110 routines to perfonn multiple seek operations when outputting completed 
pixel blocks. Pixel-cyclic decompositions such as style 2, provide the maximum degree 
of concurrency and scalability, but severely degrade ray coherency and add significantly 
to 110 and message passing overhead. All three of these problem decompositions have 
their own advantages and drawbacks, depending on the factors under consideration. 
5.8.1.1 Multithreaded ray tracing 
Multiprocessor computers utilising shared memory have become increasingly popular in 
recent years. As shared memory multiprocessors have developed, so have the methods 
for programming them. One of programming paradigms, which has come into 
widespread use, is known as multi threaded programming. A thread is a context of 
execution within a process. A traditional process only has a single thread of execution. 
Many modem operating systems have the capability of supporting multiple threads of 
execution within a process. The threads within a process can share resources owned by 
that process such as memory and file descriptors. A uniprocessor computer executes 
threads within a process using a time-sharing scheduling system similar to the ones used 
for scheduling execution of entire processes. A multiprocessor can execute several 
threads concurrently. Multithreaded programming can improve execution speed of some 
applications even when running on a uniprocessor system by perfonning useful work 
while other threads are blocked in operating system calls doing 110 or similar tasks. The 
challenge offered by multi threaded programming is in controlling the use of resources, 
which are shared by multiple concurrently, executing threads. Sharing of read-only data 
is accomplished trivially, since no modifications are being made to the data, it is safe for 
all threads to access data structures concurrently. Sharing of writable data must be 
controlled through the use of mutual exclusion locks and condition variables. In order to 
write multithreaded programs, a target system must provide operating system services 
and libraries for the creation and management of threads and their resources. Thread 
interfaces in widespread use today include PO SIX threads, and Unix International 
threads. The most basic services required for implementation of multi-threaded 
programs are thread creation, thread cancellation, mutual exclusion locks, and condition 
variables [Ston98]. 
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Many of the standard ray tracing algorithms may be successfully implemented in a 
multi threaded environment if care is given to their design. The design decisions 
involved in adapting standard ray tracing algorithms for multithreading centre on 
management of resources which are shared by multiple threads. In ray tracing, shared 
resources typically include the object database, texture structures, images used by 
texturing procedures, volumetric data, run-time parameters and settings, and output 
image storage. Depending on how these shared resources are used during rendering, 
they may present problems in a multithreaded environment. Careful design decisions 
may avoid many of these potential problems. Data structures, which may present 
problems in a multi threaded ray tracing, are those, which are modified during rendering. 
Structures, which are fully constructed prior to creation of child threads, are ideal. Once 
multithreading begins it is advantageous for structures to be treated as read-only data. 
Structures, which are considered read-only do not need to be protected with mutual 
exclusion locks or other access synchronization primitives. Modifiable structures need 
delicate handling, requiring access synchronization in order to prevent data corruption. 
Every time a modifiable structure is accessed, a mutual exclusion lock must be granted 
before a thread may read or modify the structure. Without access synchronisation, one 
thread may modify data while another thread is reading the same data. Modem shared 
memory multiprocessors do not guarantee that memory accesses are atomic. An 
example of this would be two threads accessing a double precision floating point 
variable concurrently. If one thread is reading and the other thread is writing, it is 
possible for the reader thread to read some bytes from the original value in the variable 
and some bytes from the value that is being written concurrently. The resulting value 
read is then corrupted. In multithreaded ray tracing shared structures should be treated 
as read-only objects at rendering time, allowing all threads to access objects 
concurrently without the need for mutual exclusion locks or other access 
synchronization controls. Dynamic data structures, which must be modified during 
rendering, may be handled in one of two ways. Structures of large size may be shared 
through the use of mutual exclusion locks or similar access synchronization techniques 
[Stone98]. Objects, which are small or are only meaningful in the context of one thread 
of execution, may be implemented in a thread specific memory area, which is the 
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category shadow cache falls in where each thread is responsible for a group of pixels. In 
style 1 each thread is responsible for a number of rows while in style 3 each thread is 
responsible for a number of columns. Style 2 yields that each thread is assigned to a 
group of similar pixels, for example the third pixel in each lens in every row. In block 
decompositions cases such as strips of pixels or squares of pixels, block of pixels are 
distributed on the working threads in an alternating manner. In this sense each thread 
has its own shadow cache and does not need to access or modify any shared data. This 
keeps the execution of each thread free of any interruption and supports the scalability 
over any number of processors. 
5.9 Summary 
This chapter explains an analysis of the relationship between rays and shadows, which 
is established in order to find out the optimal pixel-tracing style for integral ray tracing 
that leads to the fastest shadow intersection tests using shadow cache algorithm, and the 
novel styles developed. 
Shadow cache works by keeping a cache of the most recent shadow-casting object for 
each light source. Ray-Object coherence is exploited to decrease the number of shadow 
intersection tests. If an object prevents a light source from contribution to a pixel's 
intensity, then the same object is likely to block the same light for an adjacent pixel. 
In order to apply shadow cache to integral ray tracing, it requires coherent grouping of 
pixels that ensures successively tracing of pixels whose primary rays share spatial 
coherence. 
Cache Calculations are illustrated and showed that tracing pixels in a non-coherent way 
is very computationally expensive and could duplicate the computation cost of shadow 
rays in shadow cache algorithm. The structure of the lenses and the camera model in the 
integral ray tracing affects the way primary rays are spawned as well as the spatial 
coherence among them. In _order to find out the optimal pixel-tracing style that attains 
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the maximum number of continuous cache hits, the relationship between pixels and 
their primary rays and shadows is analysed. 
The analysis consists of the way primary rays relate to the shadow size and location and 
its affect on the number of continuous cache hits. Three main styles of tracing pixels for 
lenticular sheets are developed; Style 1: Tracing of consecutive pixels in the horizontal 
direction, which is the normal style and two novel styles style 2: Tracing similar pixels 
in adjacent lenses, and style 3:Tracing pixels in the vertical direction. For micro-lens 
array there is two main styles; Tracing of consecutive pixels which is the normal style, 
and the novel pixel-tracing of similar pixels in adjacent lenses. 
Studying the different styles of tracing in order to find the optimum style for maximum 
number of continuous cache hits yields that missing a cache hit even once during tracing 
pixels can be very expensive. If there are a number of pixels whose rays intersect points 
in shadow, the optimum style of pixel tracing is the one, which traces all those pixels 
successively before switching to other pixels. This is achieved by merging different 
styles into new ones that work on pixels in two dimensions. 
Two-dimensional style for lenticular sheet traces strips of pixels that cover the 
maximum area of the projected shadow. For micro-lens array, square areas ofpixels are 
traced in order to cover the maximum area of the projected shadow and accommodate 
the ray-object coherence. ' 
The results show that the coherent pixel-tracing styles developed with respect to the 
modelled integral camera resulted in time-improving integral ray tracing by up to 41 % 
for lenticular sheets and 18.6% for micro-lens arrays. 
Running integral ray tracing on parallel computers needs some careful manipulation of 
the cached object in order to avoid using mutual exclusion locks that severely degrade 
the time-performance. In this sense each thread has its own shadow cache and does not 
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need to access or modify any shared data. This keeps the execution of each thread free 
of any interruption and supports the scalability over any number of processors. 
Next chapter explain a novel algorithm for accelerating integral ray tracing using 
reprojection method in order to generate full integral frames of the rendered scene and 
accelerate integral ray tracing by four times more than its normal execution speed. 
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Rapid Integral Ray Tracing Using 
Reprojection 
The idea of reprojection is to avoid tracing pixels and reuse results from the previous 
frame for generating the new frame in order to reduce the large number of intersection 
tests associated with tracing pixels in each frame. The novel integral reproj ection 
algorithm proposed accelerates integral ray tracing by four times more than its normal 
execution speed. This improves in terms of time the generation of sequence of integral 
images. The algorithm developed treats the lenticular sub-images of a frame separately 
and uses reprojection to generate new sub-images with information leftover from the 
correspondent sub-images in the frame immediately before it. Visual artefacts caused by 
reprojection are treated using z-buffered projection and interpolation while only missed 
pixels are ray-traced again. The integral reprojection process is illustrated in figure 6.1. 
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Integral 
Ray 
Tracing 
Z-Buffer 
Interpolation 
Figure 6.1: Rapid integral ray tracing using reprojection. 
6.1 Projection in integral ray tracing 
Frames 
In the recording stage of ray tracing algorithm, rays that sample the scene are used to 
find intersection points with objects in the scene. The intersection points are projected 
onto the plane, which contains the image. This plane is termed as the projection plane. 
The output projections of this process define the pixels of the image. The projection 
process can be represented by matrix mUltiplication of camera matrix C and the 3D 
world coordinates (X; Y, Z, 1) of the intersection point, which being projected onto the 
projection plane: 
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wx X 
wy 
wz 
w 
= C 
y 
Z 
1 
(6.1) 
where (x, y, z) is the image coordinates of the projection and w is a scaling factor. (x, y) 
is the pixel position in the image. The projection plane is z distance away from the 
centre of projection and its constant for all the pixels. Camera matrix C will be 
explained in the next section. 
6.1.1 Camera matrix 
Graphics renderers that use pinhole camera use perspective projection in their cameras. 
Perspective projection makes projections of far objects to be smaller than those of closer 
objects. Camera matrix consists of projection matrix and transformation matrices that 
transform the scene from the world coordinate to coordinate of the viewing camera. 
Transformation matrices will be described later in this chapter. 
If there is a projection plane at distance d from the centre of projection of the camera 
which represents the origin of the camera coordinates, and normal to the z axis. P is a 
point to be projected onto the projection plane. Then in order to calculate Pp = (xp, Ylh 
zp) the perspective projection of P, similar triangles are used as shown in figure 6.3 to 
establish the ratios: 
xp'd=x/z; 
MUltiplying each side by d yields: 
xp = x /(z/d), 
yp'd=y/z (6.2) 
YP =y/(z/d) (6.3) 
The distance d is simply a scale factor applied to xp and yp. This mathematical 
operations can be represented by the projection matrix, which is a 4 x 4 matrix 
expressed as follows: 
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1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
M= (6.4) 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 l id 0 
y 
z 
d 
x 
P(x, y, z) 
View 
along 
yaxis 
z 
d Projection 
plane 
d 
z 
View 
along 
x axis Projection P(x, y, z) 
plane 
y 
Figure 6.3: Perspective projection. 
Multiplying the point P = [x y z 1 Y by the matrix M yields the general 
homogeneous point [X Y Z W Y , where: 
X 
Y 
=M·P= 
Z 
W 
1 
0 
0 
0 
o 0 0 x 
1 0 0 
010 
o 1 I d 0 
y 
z 
1 
(6.5) 
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In equation 5.5, z/d has defined as W. Dividing [X Y Z wy by Wand dropping 
the fourth coordinate yields: 
(X/W, Y/W, Z/W) = (xp, YP' zp) = (x/(z/d), y/(z/d), d) (6.6) 
These equations are the results of equation 6.2 and define the position of the pixel ofthe 
projected point P. 
6.1.2 Integral projection matrix 
For integral ray tracing, lenticular sheet is modelled as multiple axial camera and yields 
an orthogonal parallel projection of the y component of point P onto the projection 
plane as shown figure 6.4. The y component does not have to be scaled by d/z and YP 
may be written as: 
(6.7) 
y 
~_P(x,y, z) 
I.=t===~~.---r-------' z 
d 
P(x, y, z) 
yaxis 
z 
d Projection 
plane 
d 
z 
View i 
along yP ~ P(x,y, z) 
x axis 
Projection 
plane 
y 
Figure 6.4: Projection for modelled integral cylindrical lens. 
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This yields to a new projection matrix termed as integral projection matrix Mintegral, 
which can be expressed as: 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
Mintegral = 0 o zld 0 
(6.8) 
0 o lid 0 
Integral projection matrix is one of two components of the camera matrix in integral ray 
tracing. 
Multiplying the point P = [x y z 1 Y by the matrix Mintegral yields the general 
homogeneous point [X Y Z W Y , where: 
X 1 0 0 0 x 
Y 0 1 0 0 y 
Z = M integral • P = 0 o zld 0 
(6.9) 
z 
W 0 o 1 Id 0 1 
Dividing the homogeneous point by W, and dropping the forth coordinate yields: 
(X/w, Y!w, ZIW) = (xp, YP' zp) = (xl(zld), y, d) (6.10) 
which is the position of the pixel of the projected point P onto the projection plane. 
6.1.3 Implementation of integral reprojection 
In integral projection, the rendered points of the previous frame is to be reprojected via 
camera matrix Cl of the new frame onto the projection plane of the new frame. The 
position of the projection plane is set according to the required view. Each cylindrical 
lens is represented by one camera matrix as shown in figure 6.5. 
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a d 
View 1 
Figure 6.5: Integral reprojection 
This simple process saves enormous amount of ray tracing computations with their 
associated intersection tests and shading operations and radically reduces the rendering 
execution time of the new frame. 
The process by which the pixels of the new frame are calculated is summarized in figure 
6.6. The first step is to normalise and transform the scene to the viewing camera 
coordinate. The series of transformations is as follows: 
1. Translate the origin of the scene coordinate via the translation matrix T to the 
origin of the viewing camera. 
2. Rotate the scene coordinate via the rotation matrix R such that the normal vector 
becomes the z axis, the right vector becomes the x axis, and the upper vector 
becomes the y axis. 
3. Scale the volume containing the scene via the scaling matrix S in order to 
accommodate the dimensions of the image window and the distance by which 
the projection plane is separated from the origin of the camera. 
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3D world 
coordinate 
Apply 
normalising 
transformation 
Camera 
coordinate 
.. 
.... 
Reproj ect onto 
projection 
plane 
6.6: Implementation of 3D viewing 
Step 1: is achieved by applying the translation matrix T: 
1 0 0 -cx 
0 1 0 
-Cy 
T= 
0 0 1 -cz 
0 0 0 1 
where (cx, cy, cz) is the origin of the viewing camera. 
Step 2: involves applying the rotation matrix R: 
Image 
coordinate 
.. 
.... 
Clip against 
Image 
window 
(6.11) 
The row vectors to perform step 2 are the unit vectors along the x, y, and z axes 
[Fole90] . The scene is rotated onto the x, y, z axes of the camera, consequently 
Ux Uy Uz 0 
Vx Vy Vz 0 R= (6.12) 
Nx Ny Nz 0 
0 0 0 1 
where U, V, and N are the unit vectors along the x, y, and z axes respectively. 
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Step 3: is achieved by applying the scaling matrix S: 
The projection plane is perpendicular to the z axis that passes through the middle of the 
image window, and has length L and width K. In addition the projection plane is a 
distance d away from the origin of the camera. In step 3 the volume containing the 
scene is scaled by matrix S in order to meet these parameters. S is expressed by: 
1 0 0 0 
K 
0 1 0 0 S= L (6.13) 
0 0 1 0 -
d 
0 0 0 1 
Figure 6.7 shows the series of transformations as applied to a scene prior to integral 
projection. Multiplying the three matrices produces the normalisation transformation 
matrixN: 
N=S·R·T (6.14) 
(a) 
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y 
x 
n 
z 
(e) 
Figure 6.7: Various stages oftransfonnation of the scene prior to integral projection. (a) The 
original viewing situation. (b) The origin of the scene coordinate system has been translated to 
the origin of the viewing camera coordinate system. (c) The scene coordinate system has been 
rotated to be aligned with the viewing camera system. (d) The centre ofprojection has been 
translated to the viewing camera origin. (e) The scene volume has been scaled onto the 
canonical integral projection view volume for the viewing camera. 
The camera matrix IS then produced by multiplying the integral projection matrix 
Mintegral and the normalisation transformation matrix N: 
c = M integral • N (6.15) 
The camera matrix C2 of the new frame maps scene points from the 3D world 
coordinates (x, y, z, 1) onto the image coordinates (xp, YP' zp, 1) of the new frame as 
follows: 
w xp x 
W Yp 
=C2 • 
Y (6.16) 
W zp z 
W 1 
This will generate the new frame without the need of ray tracing and save tremendous 
amount of computations for intersection tests and shading. 
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The final step is to check whether xp and YP are within the sub-image boundaries for the 
corresponding camera, or outside the boundaries. If any of them outside the sub-image 
boundaries, the reprojected point shall be discarded. Otherwise it will be recorded in the 
new frame. 
The same process is repeated generating new frames using the information leftover from 
previous frames. 
6.1.4 The novel integral reprojection algorithm 
The reprojection process requires certain information about every pixel in the previous 
frame in order to generate the current frame. Such information as the location of a point, 
object ID, and colour are required for each intersection point in order to accomplish the 
reprojection and produce the associated pixel in the new frame. Integral ray tracing has 
been modified in order to generate two two-dimensional arrays representing the pixel 
image and the point image respectively. Elements of both arrays are simply linked by 
their position in the arrays as illustrated in figure 6.8. 
Pixel 
Lens ID 
Status 
Colour 
Poin 
3D location 
Object ID 
Colour 
Figure 6.8: Pixel image and Point Image. 
Each element of the point image consists of: the location of an intersection point, the ID 
of the intersected object, ~d the associated colour information. Each element of the 
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pixel image consists of: the ID of the associated lens, the colour of the pixel, and status. 
The status of a pixel represents the status of the colour and it can be represented by 
three conditions: (1) '0' the colour of a freshly generated point, (2) '1' the colour of a 
reprojected point, (3) '-1' no point is projected onto this pixel. 
Obviously the first frame of the sequence is fully ray-traced prior to the points being 
reprojected using the previously explained integral projection onto the new next frame 
with respect to the new viewing position. Each cylindrical lens (camera) applies the 
reprojection algorithm separately from one another. Therefore reprojecting points from 
the previous frame via the same camera generates the new sub image as shown in figure 
6.9. 
Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 
.,.... 
Camera 1 \ , Camera 1 \, Camera 1 \ , 
Camera 2 \ Camera 2 \ Camera 2 \ 
Camera 3 Camera 3 Camera 3 
View 1 View 2 View 3 
Figure 6.9: Each sub image of frame 2 is generated by reprojecting points of the corresponding 
sub image in frame 1 through its associated camera. The same for frame 3. 
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Multiplying each point P from the previous frame by the new camera matrix of the new 
frame yields the pixellocation in the new frame's coordinate. Therefore information of 
the point P is stored in this location in the new point image of the current frame. The 
colour of the point is then stored in the corresponding pixel in the pixel image with the 
status set to '1'. The new point image is first initialised by setting the colour to black 
and by setting status of the pixels in the pixel image to '-1' as shown in figure 6.10. 
Frame 1 
View 1 
the pixels in 
this area are 
set to '1 ' 
Frame 2 
View 2 
the pixels in 
this area are 
set to '-1' 
Figure 6.10: All the points and the pixels of frame 2 is initialised then points of frame 1 is 
reprojected onto frame 2 according to the new view. 
The reprojection process causes some artefacts to appear in the frames. These specific 
artefact and their solutions are now discussed in the following sections. 
6.2 Z-buffer and correct occlusion 
Incorrect occlusion problems occur when more than one point in the point image map 
onto the same pixel position in the new frame as shown in figure 6.11. 
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a 
View 2 
View! 
Figure 6.11 : Incorrect occlusion. 
The solution to this problem is to build a z-buffer for each pixel. The z-buffer ensures 
that the closest point to the image plane is the one to be mapped onto the pixel. The z-
buffer first tests the z-component of the point considered against the stored value in the 
buffer if the value is smaller than the one stored, the z-buffer will store the new value 
and allow the point to be mapped onto the pixel, and if the value is larger than the one 
stored then the point is discarded. Figure 6.12 shows the result of adding the z-buffer to 
the reprojection algorithm. 
Ca) 
Figure 6.12: Ca) Incorrect occlusion. (b) Correct occlusion due to the z-buffer. 
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6.3 Interpolation 
The second problem appears if points that are being reprojected exist on a surface 
whose normal rotates towards the view direction in the new view. In the new frame, the 
projected areas of such surfaces will be greater than their projections in the previous 
frame and for one-to-one reprojection holes will be produced or background surfaces 
will appear through the front ones as shown in figure 6.13. 
Viewl 
Figure 6.13: Holes in the reprojected area due to increasing its size. 
The effect of this problem on an image is shown in figure 6.14. Note how holes caused 
by increasing the projected area of surfaces form coherent patterns. An interpolation 
algorithm has been developed to overcome this problem. The algorithm tests each pixel 
against neighbours and if an point is reprojected onto this pixel, and has a different 
object ID than the one of the neighbours therefore this pixel has a an incorrect point 
reprojected onto it. The solution is to set the colour of this pixel to the colour of the 
neighbour pixel. Figure 6.15 shows that coherent black patterns are removed after 
applying the interpolation algorithm. 
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Frame 1 Frame 2 
Figure 6.14: Holes caused by increasing the projected area of surfaces form coherent patterns. 
Figure 6.15: Interpolation removes the holes caused by increasing the projected area. 
6.4 Filling holes 
Pixels with no points mapped onto them are called missed pixels and they appear as 
holes in the new frame. Missed pixels are ray-traced in order to generate their 
intersection points and produce their colour. Missed pixels are the result of: (1) 
Occluded areas in the previous frame that should appear in the new frame are missing. 
This is illustrated in figures 6.16 and 6.17. (2) The new frame shows an area that has not 
been covered by the previous frame. In example of this occurrence is shown in figure 
6.18, which shows the upper left corner of figure 6.17. 
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Frame 1 
View 1 
Frame 2 
View 2 
Occluded areas 
in the previous 
frame 
Figure 6.16: Occluded areas in the previous frame have no points mapped to them in the new 
frame. 
Figure 6.17: Occluded areas in the previous frame coloured black in the current frame. 
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Figure 6.18: Area, which has not been covered in the previous frame, is coloured black. 
After ray tracing missed pixels, the new generated points are stored in the point image. 
The associated colours are recorded onto the pixel image and their status is set to ' 0' . 
This is illustrated in figures 6.19 and 6.20. 
Frame 2 
View 2 
Ray-traced pixels. 
Their statuses are 
set to '0'. 
Figure 6.19: Ray-traced missed pixels. 
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Figure 6.20: Figure 6.17 after ray trace missed pixels. 
The recursive operation is then continued and the same process, using the points of the 
new frame is used to generate the next frame. 
The next section describes the tests carried out using a number of scenes and discusses 
the results of the reprojection algorithm in terms of the improvement in processing time. 
6.5 Tests and results 
Tests were carried out using a walk-through camera on different scenes each of a 
different nature. The scenes used are shown in figure 6.21. The Experiments were 
conducted using a Compaq AlphaServer machine, which was described in chapter 5. 
The resolution of the frame was set to 512 x 512 pixels per frame. 
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(a) Teapot scene (b) Room scene 
(c) Small-balls scene (d) Primitives scene 
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(e) Tree scene 
Figure 6.20: Test scenes 
Initially, the sequence of frames for each scene is fully integral ray-traced without the 
use of the reprojection algorithm. The time and the number of the generated frames for 
each scene are summarised in table 6.1. Due to the different complexity of each scene, 
the time needed for ray tracing a scene differs from the times needed for ray tracing 
other scenes. Table 6.2 shows the timings for the same frames generated using the 
reprojection algorithm. 
Scene Number o//rames Total time/or renderillg the/rames Average time/or each/rame 
(in seconds) (in seconds) 
Teapot 655 2272 4.469 
Room 680 1517 2.231 
Small-balls 264 606 2.295 
Primitives 1010 2950 2.921 
Tree 264 24649 93.367 
Table 6.1: Timings of fully integral ray-traced frames for test scenes. 
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Total time for Timefor Time for ray tracing Total saved 
rendering the frames reprojection time 
Scene using reprojection (in seconds) 
(in seconds) (in seconds) 
(in seconds) 
Teapot 1253 303 950 1019 
Room 653 298 355 864 
Small 292 120 172 314 
Primitives 1290 584 706 1660 
Tree 5993 120 5873 18656 
Average reprojection Average number of Average timefor Average saved 
Scene 
time per frame saved rays per rendering each frame timeforray 
(in seconds) frame using reprojection tracing % 
(in seconds) 
Teapot 0.463 106756 (40.6%) 1.912 58.2% 
Room 0.438 187734 (71.6%) 0.960 76.59% 
Small-
0.455 192700 (73.5%) 1.106 71.6% 
balls 
Primitives 0.578 176340 (67.3%) 1.277 76.1% 
Tree 0.455 172899 (66%) 22.701 76.2% 
Table 6.2: Timings for rendering the frames using reprojection. 
The reader can see from the tables the large achievement in terms of time reduction that 
the new integral reprojection algorithm made. The unique reprojection algorithm saved 
about 75% of the ray tracing time for any kind of scene with any complexity and about 
70% of the rays to be ray-traced in any frame. This made the generation of the frame 
sequence four times faster than its original execution speed before applying the integral 
reprojection algorithm. Integral reprojection consumes about half a second per frame 
independent of the scene nature and the time for ray tracing the scene. The approach 
adopted saved up to five hours and 11 minutes of computation using the AlphaServer 
machine for the Tree scene. Figures 6.21 to 6.25 show different frames of the test scenes 
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rendered using integral ray tracing with integral reprojection. Refer to the enclosed CD 
for videos generated from the frame sequences for each scene. 
(a) Teapot scene frame 0 (b) Teapot scene frame 9 (c) Teapot scene frame 19 
(d) Teapot scene frame 29 (e) Teapot scene frame 39 (t) Teapot scene frame 49 
Figure 6.21: Frames of Teapot scene. 
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(a) Room scene frame 0 (b) Room scene frame 35 (c) Room scene frame 43 
(d) Room scene frame 58 (e) Room scene frame 78 (f) Room scene frame 95 
Figure 6.22: Frames of Room scene. 
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(a) Primitives scene frame 1 (b) Primitives scene frame 19 (c) Primitives scene frame 40 
(d) Primitives scene frame 40 (e) Primitives scene frame 60 (f) Primitives scene frame 80 
Figure 6.23: Frames of Primitives scene. 
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(a) Small-balls scene frame 200 (b) Small-balls scene frame 210 (c) Small-balls scene frame 
220 
(d) Small-balls scene frame 230 (e) Small-balls scene frame 240 (f) Small-balls scene frame 
250 
Figure 6.24: Frames of Small-balls scene. 
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(a) Tree scene frame 0 (b) Tree scene frame 39 (c) Tree scene frame 90 
(d) Tree scene frame 106 (e) Tree scene frame 128 (t) Tree scene frame 152 
Figure 6.25: Frames of Tree scene. 
6.6 Summary 
In this chapter a novel approach for speeding up the generation of photo-realistic 
integral frames has been explained. The approach is named as integral reprojection. The 
idea of reprojection is to avoid tracing pixels and reuse results from the previous frame 
for generating the new frame. 
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The chapter started by a brief description of the idea of projection that the points 
representing the scenes are reprojected onto the image plane. The mathematics of 
integral projection and the modelling of the cylindrical lens were described as well as 
the derivation of the novel integral projection matrix, which is used in the proposed 
camera model. The implementation of integral reprojection was described in detail 
showing the three stages of the reprojection. process: application of the normalising 
transformation, reprojection, and clipping against image window. 
The development of the reprojection algorithm is explained in terms of the problems 
faced in the integral reprojection approach and the strategies adapted to the solution of 
the artefacts caused by: incorrect occlusion, reproj ection on larger area, and missed 
pixels. 
Subsequent test results show the big impact the algorithm has made on the execution 
time and the number of computations. The novel integral reprojection algorithm 
proposed accelerates integral ray tracing by four times more its normal execution speed 
and saved 70% of the rays to be ray-traced in any frame regardless of the complexity of 
the scene. The next chapter draws together the results obtained within the work 
programme and concludes with recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions and further work 
7.1 Conclusions 
The present research work has approached the task of accelerating the generation of 
photo-realistic integral images produced by integral ray tracing. 
The 3D integral camera system and the associated image formation and recording 
process have been presented as well as the computer generation of photo-realistic 
integral images using integral ray tracing algorithm. Ray tracing algorithm is a 
computationally exhaustive algorithm, which spawns one ray or more through each 
pixel of the pixels forming the image, into the space containing the scene. For each ray, 
intersections with objects of the scene are tested. These tests are termed as intersection 
tests. This operation is further extended at intersection points lay on the objects of the 
scene generating shadow, reflection, and transparency rays. Iritersection tests are 
computationally and time exhaustive and overshadow everything else, accounting for 
the vast bulk of time consumed by ray tracing. In order to produce integral images with 
acceptable quality, they have to be generated with higher resolution than normal 
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computer images. Consequently, ray tracing integral images consume more processing 
time than nonnal images. The unique characteristics of the 3D-integral camera model 
has been analysed and it has been shown that different coherency aspects than nonnal 
ray tracing can be investigated in order to accelerate the generation of photo-realistic 
integral images. 
The image-space coherence has been analysed describing the relation between rays and 
projected shadows in the scene rendered. Shadow cache algorithm has been adapted in 
order to minimise shadow intersection tests in integral ray tracing. Shadow intersection 
tests make the majority of the intersection tests in ray tracing. Novel pixel-tracing 
styles are developed uniquely for integral ray tracing to improve the image-space 
coherence and the perfonnance of the shadow cache algorithm. Experiments show that 
style 3 and tracing strips of pixels reached up to 41 % in time improvement for lenticular 
sheets and were superior to style 1 (the nonnal style) by up to 40% in time 
improvement. Tracing similar pixels and tracing squares of pixels reached up to 18% in 
time improvement for micro-lens array. However two-dimensional styles did not 
achieve much improvement over one-dimensional styles. That is because of the diverse 
sizes of the projected shadows and their positions with respect to the lenticular sheet or 
the micro-lens array. Also, it has been proven that applying the new styles of pixel-
tracing does not affect of the scalability of integral ray tracing running over parallel 
computers. 
The novel integral reprojection algorithm has been developed uniquely through 
geometrical analysis of the generation of integral image in order to use the tempo-
spatial coherence infonnation within the integral frames. A new integral projection 
matrix has been derived to project intersection points of the scene onto the image plane 
through the model describing a lenticular lens. The pixels of a new frame were 
generated using the infonnation leftover from the previous frame. Experiments showed 
an obvious acceleration of the generation of integral frames. The integral projection 
algorithm has accelerated _the generation of integral frames four times more than its 
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nonnal execution speed and has reduced the number of rays to be traced by around 70% 
regardless of the complexity of the scene. 
In a conclusion, a new way of analysing image-space coherence in 3D integral ray 
tracing through the relationship between spawned rays and projected shadows has been 
established. Novel pixel-tracing styles, which improve the ray-shadow coherence in 
integral ray tracing and the perfonnance of shadow cache algorithm has been 
developed. Acceleration of the photo-realistic integral images generation using the 
image-space coherence infonnation between shadows and rays in integral ray tracing 
has been achieved with up to 41 % of time saving. A novel way of fast generation of 3D 
photo-realistic integral frames using reprojection of previously frames has been 
developed. A new derivation of integral projection matrix for projecting points through 
an axial model of a lenticular lens has been established. Rapid generation of 3D photo-
realistic integral frames has been achieved with a speed four times faster than the 
nonnal generation. 
7.2 Further work 
A number of techniques might further improve the acceleration of 3D-integral image 
generation using ray tracing. For examples: 
Development of a probability scheme for projected shadows. As a pre-processing step 
this will help to decide which style of pixel-tracing is suitable for a particular region of 
the integral image. This will allow the division of the image into regions and apply 
different styles to different regions at the run-time. 
Hardware development of 3D-integral graphics accelerators. This might include 
intersection test acceleration, multi-camera rendering, and third dimension visibility 
techniques. This will certainly improve the time perfonnance of photo-realistic 3D-
integral algorithms. 
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Tracing missed pixels presented in the thesis could be replaced by different algorithms 
that will be able to extract the missing information from 3D information of the previous 
frame without the need to ray-trace all. of the missed pixels. This will noticeably 
accelerate the integral reprojection algorithm. 
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Appendix 
A Mathematical Framework for Global 
Illumination 
This appendix introduces the basic terms and definitions needed to formulate the global 
illumination problem in a concise mathematical form. Since photo-realistic image 
rendering solves the global illumination problem in three-dimensional environments, it 
is necessary to describe the geometry of that environment. Therefore the appendix starts 
by formally defining some notations used to describe several concepts in geometry. 
Light is electromagnetic radiation at wavelengths visible to the human eye [Dutr96]. It 
is therefore necessary to define terms and concepts of radiometry. The relevant units, 
which are needed for the global illumination problem, will be defined. 
A.I Geometry 
A.t.t Surface points 
The three-dimensional scene to be rendered is usually composed of solid objects. These 
objects are all bounded by surfaces, which can be described by their equations in three-
dimensional space. The surfaces delineate the boundary between the solid objects and 
the surrounding space, through which light can pass freely. Surface points are points in 
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the three-dimensional space that belong to one of the surfaces describing an object. The 
entire set of all surface points is denoted by A. In each surface point x, a surface normal 
nx can be constructed. Some problems can arise at discontinuities in the surface (e.g. the 
edges of a cube), where a normal cannot be formally defined. The differential surface 
area around a point x is written as dAx as shown in figure A.I. In the absence of a 
participating medium, which can absorb or scatter energy, energy transport between 
surface points only is considered in global illumination problems. If the light transport 
between any two arbitrary differential surface areas present in the scene, can be 
computed, a complete knowledge of the energy distribution can be gained, and thus an 
image can be rendered from any viewpoint. 
x 
differential sluface area dAx 
Figure A.1: Surfaces in a three-dimensional scene [Dutr96]. 
A.l.2 Directions & solid angles 
Directions in a three-dimensional vectorspace can be represented in the same way as 
points or vectors. However, in the context of global illumination, directions are often 
thought of as being defined on a sphere surrounding a surface point. All directions 
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surrounding a surface point can be positioned on a sphere around that point. A 
hemisphere around a surface point is the half of the surrounding sphere, consisting of all 
directions pointing to the same side of the surface. In other words, a hemisphere 
encompasses all directions for which the cosine of the angle with the normal has the 
same positive sign. A hemisphere around point x and a differential solid angle around 
direction 0 are denoted as Ox and droe respectively. Each direction can be described by 
two angles 9 and <p using a spherical coordinate system. These spherical coordinates are 
usually relative to the normal vector nx for surface point x, and to an arbitrary chosen 
axis a from which <p is measured. The solid angle droe can then be expressed as 
sin9d9d<p as shown in figure A.2. 
stu-face 
solid angle droe = sin9d9d<p 
solid angle dc.o-;;v ~.~:-~~~n~"----
'. 
a 
Figure A.2: Spherical coordinates [Dutr96]. 
The differential solid angle droe shown in figure A.3, can also be expressed in terms of 
a differential area visible along the direction of the differential solid angle: 
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x 
Figure A.3: Transformation of a differential solid angle to a differential surface area [Dutr96]. 
Since 0 is a vector, the opposite direction of 0 is written as -0. 
2.1.3 Visibility and the ray-casting function 
Visibility determination is an important concept in global illumination algorithms, 
because it determines what surfaces can possibly exchange energy with each other. 
Given two arbitrary points x and y in three-dimensional space, the visibility function 
V(x, y) equals 1 or 0, depending on whether those two points are mutually visible to 
each other. Mutual visibility means that there are no occluding objects or surface points. 
Even if some of the occluding objects are transparent, they are considered to be 
blocking visibility, because they cause a change in energy transfer at their surface. 
Given a point x and a direction 0, one often wants to find the closest surface point 
visible from x along direction 0 (See figure 2.4), for a given geometry of the three-
dimensional scene. It is obvious that there can only be one such point. This closest 
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visible point can therefore be considered as a function of x and e. This function is 
called the ray-casting function and is denoted as r(x, e) and is fonnally defined by 
equation (A. I). The name ray-casting refers to the fact that algorithms usually detennine 
the nearest visible point by casting a ray from point x in direction e, searching for the 
nearest intersection point of this ray with other surfaces in the scene. 
r(x.8) = x + ftn!' 8' 
tin! = ill/ { t > 0: (x + t . 8) EA} (A.I) 
Figure AA Ray-casting function [Dutr96]. 
If there is no point belonging to A that can be designated as the closest visible point 
(which can possibly occur if the three-dimensional scene is not closed) the ray-casting 
function is undefined. 
If x itself is a surface point, then x in its turn is the closest visible surface point to r(x, e) 
in the opposite direction ofe as shown in figure A.S: 
if y = l'(x. 8) and x E A 
:::) x = 1'(.1', -8) or x = 1'(I'(x, 8), -8) 
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The ray-casting function is only dependent on the geometry of the scene, and its 
evaluation is a classic problem in rendering algorithms and computer graphics in 
general. In most algorithms, the evaluation of the ray-casting function often requires a 
lot of thought and optimization, as a clever implementation or optimization scheme can 
drastically improve execution times. Ray tracing algorithms use the ray-casting function 
in order to find the closest intersection point for any ray to be traced; radiosity 
algorithms often use this function in order to numerically compute form factors between 
surface patches. 
surface 
Figure A.S Reciprocity of the ray-casting function [Dutr96]. 
A.2 Radiometry 
This section deals with the different quantities and units regarding illumination. 
A.2.1 Radiant energy 
The basic unit of light energy used in global illumination algorithms is radiant energy. It 
is denoted Q and is measured in Joule. 
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A.2.2 Radiant flux 
The radiant energy flowing through (or leaving or arriving at) a surface per unit time is 
called radiant flux <1>, and is expressed in Watt. 
cP = dQ 
dt 
Radiant flux is the quantity most used by global illumination algorithms, since the 
interest is in the time equilibrium of the transport of light energy. Time-dependent 
energy distributions are usually not considered. 
A.2.3 Exiting radiance and irradiance 
Another useful measure is the incident or departing flux per unit of surface area. These 
measures are called irradiance (E) and exiting radiance (M) respectively. Exiting 
radiance is also often called radiosity (B) in the context of global illumination 
algorithms. 
E = dcp 
dA 
A.2.4 Radiant intensity 
dcp 
!If = B = -dA 
Flux can also be measured per unit solid angle. This is suitable for the case of 
describing flux arriving at or leaving point sources. The term radiant intensity (l) is used 
to measure this quantity. 
A.2.5 Radiance 
I = dcp 
dro 
Finally, the measures of flux per unit area and per unit solid angle can be combined in 
one single term. The power arriving at or leaving from a surface dA in a certain 
direction, per unit solid angle dro around that direction, per unit projected area 
perpendicular to the direction oftrave1, is called radiance L: 
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L = dE = d
2 
<I> = -=---:-d_
2 <I>_~ 
dw dwdAJ. dmdA.cose 
where e is the angle between the surface nonnal and the direction of travel under 
consideration. 
Radiance can intuitively be described as perceived intensity. Observers, or detectors 
such as cameras, indeed perceive intensity as irrelevant of the size of the surfaces, or the 
aperture of a given solid angle. If two surfaces with areas of 10 m2 and 1 m2 are 
considered, both emitting 1000 Watt, then the second surface looks more bright, due to 
a higher amount of energy per unit surface area. The same consideration can be made 
for power distributed over small or large solid angles. 
Since radiance at a point x is defined with respect to a certain direction, careful usage of 
notations must be applied, since radiance can be considered as well as an incident or as 
an exiting measure at x, regardless of the direction specified as shown in figure A.6. The 
following notations is adopted by Dutre [Dutr96]: 
• L (x ~ 0): radiance leaving point x in direction 0. 
• L (x +- 0): radiance arriving at point x from direction 0. 
• L (x ~ y) : radiance leaving point x towards point y. 
• L (x +- y) : radianc~ arriving at point x, coming from the direction ofpointy. 
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Figure A.6: Different notations for exiting and incident radiance [Dutr96]. 
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An important property of radiance is its invariance along straight paths. The radiance 
leaving point x directed towards point y is equal to the radiance arriving at point y from 
the direction in which point x is observed. In other words: L (x ~ y) = L (y +- x). This 
can be proven by considering two differential surface areas, and by computing energy 
transport between them as shown in figure A. 7. 
rAJ' 
Figure A.7: Energy transport between two differential surfaces [Dutr96]. 
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Due to the definition of radiance, the total flux or power, which is leaving differential 
surface area dAx arriving at dAy, can be written as: 
') 
d~c1> = L(x ~1')cos9xdro-dAx 
• ·9' 
where xy is the direction pointing from x to y, droxy is the solid angle under which dAy is 
seen from x. The power that arrives at area dAy from area dAx can be expressed in a 
similar way: 
Assuming that no energy loss occurs between the two differential surfaces, and that 
there are no external light sources adding to the power arriving at dAy, then due to 
conservation of energy, all energy that leaves the surface dAx must arrive at the surface 
dAy: 
L(x ~ y)cos9xdroXydAx = L(y ~ x)cos9ydro;:xdAy 
. cos91'dA}' _ .' cos9xdAx 
L(x ~ J )cos9x .2 dAx - Lt1- ~ ;t)cos9y .2 dAy 1~ 1~ 
L(x~J') = L(y~x) 
As a consequence, radiance does not attenuate with distance, and is invariable along 
straight paths of travel. Since most light receivers, such as cameras or the human eye, 
are sensitive to radiance, this property explains why the perceived colour or brightness 
of an object does not change with distance. If we allow a participating medium to be 
present between the surfaces, which can absorb and scatter energy, the above properties 
of radiance are no longer valid. 
From the above observations, it follows that incident or exiting radiance is known at all 
surface points, the radiance distribution for all points in a three-dimensional scene is 
known. Most of the algorithms used in global illumination limit themselves to compute 
the radiance values at surface points (still assuming the absence of any participating 
medium). 
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A.2.6 Bi-directional Reflectance Distribution Function 
Materials interact with light in different ways, and different materials have different 
appearances given the same lighting conditions. Some materials appear as mirrors, 
others appear as diffuse surfaces. The reflectance properties of a surface are described 
by a reflectance function, which models the behaviour of interaction of light reflecting 
at a surface. 
The bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is the most general 
expression of reflectance of a material. The BRDF is defined as the ratio between 
differential radiance reflected in an exiting direction, and incident irradiance through a 
differential solid angle; or more precisely, the BRDF is defined as the derivative of 
reflected radiance to incident irradiance. See figure A.S. 
(A.2) 
Figure A.8: Geometry for the BRDF [Dutr96]. 
The BRDF can take any positive value, and varies with wavelength. The BRDF has 
some interesting properties: 
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1. The value of the BRDF will remain unchanged if the incident and exiting 
directions are interchanged. This property is also called the Helmholtz 
reciprocity; a principle, which says that paths followed by light, can be reversed 
[Dutr96]. 
(A.3) 
Because of the reciprocity property, Dutre uses a double arrow to indicate the 
fact that the two directions may be freely interchanged:! ,.(x, 8 r ~ 8 i ). 
2. Generally, the BRDF is anisotropic. That is, if the surface is rotated about the 
surface normal, the value of/r will change. 
3. The value of the BRDF for a specific incident direction is not dependent on the 
possible presence of irradiance along other incident angles. Therefore, the BRDF 
as defined above behaves as a linear function with respect to all incident 
directions. In order to know the total reflected radiance due to some irradiance 
distribution over the hemisphere around an opaque, non-emissive surface point, 
equation A.2 has to be integrated over the surrounding hemisphere, and this 
provides the equation, which is referred to as the reflectance equation: 
dL(x 48r ) = !/x, 8 t 4 8 r )dE(x ~ 8 t ) 
L(x 4 8 r ) = f fr(x. 8 H 0 r)dE(x f- 0) 
. Ox 
L(x 48r) = f droef/ x• 0 H 8 r)L(x ~ 8) COS (l1x. 8) 
Ox 
where cos(nx, 8) is the cosine of the angle formed by the vectors nx and 8. 
(A.4) 
Depending on the nature of the BRDF, the material will appear as a diffuse surface, as a 
mirror, as a glossy surface as shown in figure A.9, or can exhibit any behaviour 
described by the BRDF. The more common encountered types of BRDF, as used in 
photo-realistic rendering, are listed below: 
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Figure A.9: Diffuse and glossy surfaces [Dutr96]. 
A.2.6.1 Diffuse surfaces 
Some materials reflect light in a uniform way over the entire reflecting hemisphere. 
That is, given an irradiance distribution, the reflected radiance is independent of the 
exiting direction. Such materials are called diffuse reflectors, and the value of their 
BRDF is constant for all values of er. To an observer, a diffuse material looks the same 
from all possible directions. 
A.2.6.2 Specular surfaces 
Other materials can be considered as perfect specular surfaces and only reflect light in 
one specific direction according to Snell's law, stating that the incident and exiting 
direction make equal angles to the surface's normal. Perfect specular surfaces are 
merely an ideal mathematical concept. A perfect specular surface has only one exiting 
direction for which the BRDF is different from 0, which implies that the value of the 
BRDF along that direction is infinite. Real materials can exhibit this behaviour very 
closely, but are nevertheless not "ideal reflectors" as defined above. 
A.2.6.3 Glossy surfaces 
Most surfaces, however, are neither ideally diffuse nor ideally specular, but act as a 
combination of both reflectance behaviours. Their BRDF is often difficult to model with 
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analytical fonnulas. ill the literature, these surfaces are often called glossy surfaces, but 
the tenns diffuse-like, specular-like, etc. are also used. 
A.2.6.4 Transparent surfaces 
Strictly speaking, the BRDF is defined over the entire sphere of directions 
(41t steradians) around a surface point. This is important for transparent surfaces, since 
these surfaces can "reflect" light over the entire sphere. The transparent side of the 
BRDF can also behave as diffuse, specular or glossy, depending on the transparency 
characteristics of the material. 
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